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Abstract 

 

Digital technologies pervade contemporary life, so much so that the boundary between 

the physical and virtual world has become increasingly blurred as digital technologies 

are embedded “seamlessly” into our constructed environment. Our awareness of the 

presence and tangible qualities of computational systems disappears, as these 

technologies are rendered inseparable from physical reality. This phenomenon is a 

direct consequence of Ubiquitous Computing, or UbiComp. In this study, I investigate 

UbiComp and other related technologies, such as electronic sensors, camera vision and 

radio frequency ID, with a view to creating a body of creative work that elicits in viewers 

an awareness, or sense of “technology-being-with-us”. The study is undertaken through 

the lens of my Korean cultural background, as in Korean culture, symbolic rituals and 

objects are used to evoke a sense of connection between immediate, physical presence 

and other realities, including the spiritual. In this sense, the artworks produced as part 

of the studio investigations are cultural probes that investigate our relationship with 

computational systems through instilling a sense of "technology-being-with-us" in 

UbiComp. In the accompanying exegesis, I will document three artworks that were 

conceived and developed as a series of creative responses to my studio research. This 

document will also elaborate on my position on how a sense of “technology-being-with-

us” can be identified with digital art. In particular, I will address the use, application, and 

critique of a subset of technologies related to ubiquitous computing; the modes of 

interaction associated with these technologies; and discuss Device Art and its influence 

on my art-making practice. 
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Chapter 1  
Introduction  

Digital life and the sense of  
“technology-being-with-us” 

Digital technologies are a pervasive part of contemporary life. From moment to 

moment, we oscillate between physical and digital worlds, moving back and forth 

between the two across an increasingly blurred boundary. While everyday events 

ground us in the world, our engagements and interactions with these events have 

been significantly transformed by digital technologies such as electronic sensors, 

computer vision and radio frequency identification (RFID1) technology. The nature 

                                                             
1RFID is the identification technology frequently adapted in ‘ubiquitous computing’ (‘UbiComp’). 

RFID technology consists of two main components: a reader and a tag. The technology uses the 
radio wave to transmit data between the reader and the tag, enabling contactless interaction 
between the reader and the tag. This quality of interaction means that RFID technology can be 
widely adapted in UbiComp applications. Further, the low cost enables RFID tags to be 
distributed with all manufactured products for the purposes of tracking and location-mapping 
systems. 
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of our relationship with these technologies is both complex and interdependent; we 

create digital technologies and they, in turn, shape us.  

 

The proliferation of technological intervention and mediation in contemporary life 

induces us to accept certain ‘patterns’ of interaction. These routines or habits are 

embedded seamlessly into the constituent parts of our physical environment. 

Computer hardware is concealed in diverse everyday objects, such as domestic 

appliances (e.g., iRobot Roomba2), and regularly incorporated into the constructed 

environment in the domestic ‘smart’ home, and in retail stores in the form of multi-

display interactive platforms. As digital technologies increasingly pervade manifold 

facets of everyday life, we risk becoming oblivious to their transformative nature. 

Our awareness of the tangible qualities of computational systems that are becoming 

indistinguishable from the physical world diminishes to the point of disappearance. 

These tangible qualities—solid, concrete, material, physical and visible—are 

perceived according to our senses of sight and touch. However, as computational 

systems are embedded into/under the surface of host objects, the user is less 

directly exposed to the form of computational systems’ hardware. Technologies 

such as RFID, electronic sensors and computer vision lay the foundation for 

dematerialised interactive environments. Users find themselves interacting with 

computational systems underpinned by remote, wireless engagement. More overt 

forms of interaction via input devices such as keyboards, mice or hard-wired 

networking—whereby a workstation limits internet access to a fixed location—are 

becoming increasingly unnecessary. 

                                                             
2iRobot Roomba is a vacuum-cleaning robot (for more information, see 

http://www.irobot.com/us/). 
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In this newly transformed cultural landscape, the tendency to regard digital 

technologies as merely efficient tools is reasonably commonplace.3 This tendency 

leads us to think of digital devices, or gadgets, as benign, easily consumed and 

largely disposable. In Machine in the Garden, Leo Marx (2010) observes that in 

contemporary society, ‘technologies are habitually represented by “things”—by 

their most conspicuous artifactual embodiments’ (576). According to Marx, 

assigning technologies to ‘the realm of things … distracts attention from the human–

socio economic and political—relations which largely determine who uses them and 

for what purposes’ (576). For Marx, this distraction leads to a common belief that 

technology facilitates a better future for humans when, in reality, it ‘is matched by 

our increasing reliance on instrumental standards of judgment, and a corresponding 

neglect of moral and political standards, in making judgments about the direction of 

society’ (577).  

 

The tendency to defer to digital technologies as tools that assist humans and manage 

their work and domestic lives4 affects the way in which digital technologies are 

deployed in everyday life. In Hertzian Tales, designer Anthony J. Dunne (2008) 

writes that electronic technology is informed by an uncritical acceptance of what 

historian Bernard Waites calls ‘American Ideology’ or ‘ideological legitimation of 

technology’: 

 

                                                             
3See Paul (2008). 
4 For example, in the past, the personal digital assistant (PDA) functioned as a personal 

management tool. Today, this device has been rendered obsolete by the ‘smart device’, which 
arguably also organises lifestyle choices, such as restaurant dining. 
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All problems whether of nature, human nature, or culture, are seen as 

‘technical’ problems capable of rational solution through the accumulation of 

objective knowledge, in the form of neutral or value-free observations and 

correlations, and the application of that knowledge in procedures arrived at 

by trial and error, the value of which is to be judged by how well they fulfil 

their appointed ends. These ends are ultimately linked with the 

maximisation of society’s productivity and the most economic use of its 

resources, so that technology, in the American Ideology, becomes 

‘instrumental rationality’ incarnate, the tools of technocracy (Waites 1989, 

31, cited in Dunne 2008, 2). 

 

This pragmatic perspective on technology affects the way technologies are 

implemented in the workplace and domestic environments (Dunne 2008, 2–3). In 

both, effectiveness and convenience are the primary concerns. This ideology 

significantly influences the direction of design in the field of human computer 

interaction (HCI) (see Bolter and Gromala 2003). In Invisible Computer, the 

influential cognitive scientist Donald A. Norman (1998) argues vehemently that 

technology should be invisible, hidden from sight, so that users can pay more 

attention to their tasks. Norman advocates what he terms ‘user-centred’ technology. 

 

The increasing ‘disappearance’ of computational technologies into everyday objects 

has inspired research and development focused on the potential to reconfigure how 

and where computers are used. This field of research is known as ‘ubiquitous 

computing’ (UbiComp). The unifying goal of UbiComp researchers since 1988 can be 
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summarised as making the intersection between humans and computational 

systems invisible (Galloway 2004, 400). The ubiquitous quality of digital processes 

is located not only ‘everywhere’ but also found in ‘everything’ that we use and 

interact with as part of our daily lives (Greenfield 2006, 11). UbiComp’s potential 

modality for interaction is based on the idea that within such a computational 

environment, in which ‘everywhere’ and ‘everything’ converges, interaction can 

seemingly occur naturally without the user noticing the diverse ‘invisible’ 

computational systems being called upon. UbiComp’s guiding principle is that a 

conventional understanding of HCI entails an activity that separates and alienates 

the user from the lived environment. 

 

The seamless, transparent and invisible incorporation of digital technologies into 

our everyday objects and environments produces an illusion of digital technology as 

‘phantomlike’ (Žižek 2004, 18). This illusion leads us to regard digital technologies 

as ‘transparent conduits for immaterial, informational contents’ rather than 

‘concrete, material, and present-with-us’ elements (Whitelaw 2013, 223). Even 

though the UbiComp approach seeks to link digital technologies with material 

environments by rendering digital technologies transparent or invisible, it brings 

about a discontinuity between the two domains. In other words, by hiding the 

materiality of digital technologies to focus on their informational or mediated 

contents (Whitelaw 2013, 229), UbiComp reduces our awareness of these digital 

technologies as material entities enmeshed in our everyday practices. Our 

awareness that digital technologies are constantly with us diminishes as the 

technologies’ pervasiveness, or ubiquity, leads us to take them for granted.  
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When investigating the influence of digital technologies on education and literacy, 

Bertram Bruce and Maureen Hogan (1998) argue that ‘the more we look at 

technologies the more technologies [are absorbed] into the background. Despite our 

attention, we lose sight of the way [technologies] give shape to our daily lives’ (297). 

Bruce and Hogan argue that, in order to understand our technologically mediated 

daily lives, we should look more carefully at how computational systems affect our 

lives, especially when we cannot see the systems directly (299). Their perspective 

resonates with designers Anthony Dunne and Fiona Raby’s (2001) concept of 

‘Hertzian space’—a landscape of electronic products that create ‘a new, invisible but 

physical environment’ (8). Dunne and Raby argue that an increased understanding 

of Hertzian space renders designers and users acutely aware that technology goes 

beyond the merely visible technological object and encompasses the practices, 

economics and ideologies encoded into technological artefacts. This notion of 

Hertzian space is perhaps most apparent in Apple’s ‘iOS ecology’. In this 

technological ecosystem, design products—such as iPhones, iPods and iPads—are 

material components that we use physically while the operating system that unifies 

these artefacts is immaterial.  

 

The pervasive presence of digital technologies, resulting from incorporating 

embedded, contactless digital technologies such as RFID into objects and throughout 

the environment, leads us to overlook the complex relations occurring between 

human beings and the contemporary technological milieu in which we live. The 

major implication of the transformation brought about by UbiComp can be 
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summarised as follows: the direct connection between humans and computational 

processing is transformed from obvious to oblivious. By rendering digital 

technologies transparent and invisible, we take them for granted and risk becoming 

oblivious to a sense of “technology-being-with-us”. 

 

These speculations are indicative of the overarching design interests and thematic 

concerns of my studio research. My interests lie in exploring alternative strategies 

for introducing digital technologies into the contemporary cultural domain. I am 

particularly interested in exploring our interdependent relationships with digital 

technologies and our awareness of technology-being-with-us by examining how 

contemporary material culture is shaped by digital technologies. In this exploration, 

I identify and apprehend discursive themes that orient digital technology along 

particular tangents to cast light on certain cultural approaches to digital media. By 

any measure, it is through specific European- and United States- (US-) centric 

epistemologies that digital media systems are predominantly refracted. In casting 

light on these discursive themes, I argue that there are alternative cultural 

strategies—which might be framed as ‘Eastern’—through which to consider the 

interrelationships between humans and technology in general, and between humans 

and digital media in particular.5 I focus particularly on my Korean cultural heritage 

to develop my argument. 

 

                                                             
5Inazo Nitobe makes a similar claim in his seminal text Bushido: The Soul of Japan, written in 

1900. In this meditation on Japanese culture, Nitobe argues that European and US accounts of 
Japanese culture were largely misplaced, as the nuances that underpinned the relationships 
between ritual, technology and culture were lost in translation, resulting in a hybrid 
understanding of many cultural features of the nation. 
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In traditional Korean culture, the relationship between humans and non-human 

entities—such as the natural environment, animals and spiritual beings—was 

reflected through cultural practices, such as culinary art, commemorative rituals and 

folk painting. (These cultural practices will be revisited in detail in Chapter 2.) These 

cultural practices evoke a sense of interdependence between humans and non-

human entities, and prompt us to question how we act in the world. My creative 

practice draws upon my Korean cultural heritage as motivation for conceiving, 

designing and realising how digital technologies can be incorporated into cultural 

artefacts (media installations, mobile interfaces and interactive sculptures) to 

illuminate the interdependent nature between humans and digital technology.  

 

The overarching objectives of my research can be encapsulated in three significant 

questions. First, within technological mediated systems, how does UbiComp—and in 

particular, the disappearance of the computational processes associated with it—

transform our comprehension of digital technologies and inform our interaction 

within technologically mediated situations? Second, how does cultural 

background—specifically, Korean—inflect and influence the creative process to 

reconfigure the (in)visibility of embedded technologies? Third, what impact might 

this exploration have on how we experience and interact with physical objects and 

spatial environments in the cultural context? These questions inform the basis of the 

overall thesis while my Korean understanding of the interdependent relationships 

between humans and non-human entities influences my studio practice. In my 

studio investigation, I create a body of works that function as design or ‘cultural 
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probes’.6 Drawing upon Gaver, Dunne and Pacenti (1999), cultural probes are 

conceived of as objects that provoke users to reflect on their lives (26). In doing so, a 

design probe has the potential to ‘make the strange familiar and the familiar 

strange’, producing an intimate distance that can offer a new perspective for a new 

design idea (Gaver et al. 2004, 55). 

 

A pertinent example of a design probe comes from the technology company Philips. 

Philips frequently creates design probes to gain contextual insights, and commercial 

advantage, by exploring emerging trends and new technologies (Philips 2010, 1). 

For example, in the project Metamorphosis, Philips explores how new technologies 

and design solutions transport the natural world into the domestic environment. 

The research has a multifunctional purpose: the design probe is used as both a 

marketing tool, and a tool to predict and explore new potential business solutions. 

My implementation of design probes is different to Philips’s integration of the 

strategy into its business plan. I use design probes to gain contextual insights into 

our relationship with technology by exploring digital technologies to provoke a 

discussion of contemporary culture and digitally mediated systems.  

 

My investigation is not confined to the field of experiment-design studies. In 

questioning what technology means for us through experimental aesthetics objects, 

media artworks such as Nan June Paik’s television series Participant TV (1963) and 

TV Buddha (1974), and Device Artist Ryota Kuwakubo’s Nicodama (2009), serve as 

useful precedents and share a similar reflexive quality to my design probes. (Paik’s 

                                                             
6The method of cultural probes was introduced at the end of the 1990s by Bill Gaver, Anthony 

Dunne and Elena Pacenti (1999). 
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works and Device Art will be revisited in detail in Chapter 4.) This practice-based 

research explores both ‘smart objects’7 and ‘responsive environments’,8 along with 

the technological systems used to realise types of interactive objects and spaces 

associated with UbiComp.  

 

Structure of the Exegesis 

In Chapter 2 (‘Technology-being-with-us and Our Interdependent Nature with 

Technology’), I consider our interdependent relationship with digital technologies 

and how this relationship with the world is mediated. This provides a framework to 

explore how philosophical and cultural orientations (Western and Eastern) 

approach ideas relating to the interdependence between humans and digital 

technology differently. Specifically, I outline how Korean cultural practices are 

formulated to remind us that we live with ‘others’, including non-humans (such as 

the natural environment and animals), technological entities and immaterial, 

spiritual beings.  

 

In Chapter 3 (‘Transformed Interactions in Ubiquitous Computing’), I describe the 

range of technologies associated with UbiComp that directly underwrites the 

seamless integration of digital technologies into society. I discuss how technologies 

such as RFID, camera vision and electronic sensors inform how we approach and 

engage with their computational processes. The chapter concludes with a discussion 

of the relevance of these systems to my studio practices. 

                                                             
7Smart objects are objects that contain embedded sensors and communicate with each other via 

networks (Greenfield 2006, 12). 
8 A responsive environment is an environment that has the ability to gather and process 

information, and respond to inhabitants’ intentions.  
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In Chapter 4 (‘The Influence of Nam Jun Paik and Device Art’), I describe the 

Japanese media art movement of Device Art and explore how the characteristics of 

this genre illuminate a sense of ‘technology-being-with-us’. In the remainder of the 

chapter, I examine the ways in which everyday technologies are used to create the 

interactive experiences that characterise the genre, and outline the salient 

connections between Device Art and my own studio practice. 

 

In Chapter 5 (‘My Creative Projects [“Making the Familiar Unfamiliar”]), I provide an 

overview of the creative production involved with three projects developed as part 

of my studio research. Thematically, these creative works share a common interest 

in exploring our transforming relationship with embedded computational systems. 

The earliest documented work, Alius,9 explores active and passive engagement in 

the interactive process, and was publicly exhibited as part of the Design After Nature 

exhibition at Guildford Lane Gallery and Frankston Arts Centre (2009–2010). The 

collaborative artwork noemaflux10 explores the interdependence of humans and 

computational systems, and was represented at the Ogaki Biennale (2010) and the 

International Symposium of Electronic Art (ISEA) in Istanbul (2011). The third 

work, the MODO Series, explores the potential to use personal data as expression, 

and was exhibited in the group exhibition nCode presented at Monash University’s 

MADA Gallery (2011). 

 

                                                             
9Alius was produced in collaboration with Joel Collins and Yun Tae Nam. Each collaborator’s 

contribution is stated in Chapter 5.1. 
10noemaflux was produced in collaboration with Troy Innocent. Each collaborator’s contribution 

is stated in Chapter 5.2. 
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Finally, in Chapter 6 (‘Conclusion’), I reflect upon my design-based strategies and 

detail the insights gained from the creative application of UbiComp technologies.  
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Chapter 2  
Technology-being-with-us 

 

The manner in which digital technologies are integrated into society is influenced by 

cultural considerations. In contemporary Western culture, the specific conditions 

that render digital technologies transparent and invisible defer our realisation that 

digital technology is always with us. Digital technology is frequently considered 

either in terms of hardware or as software and, which obscures our perceptual 

experience of ‘technology-being-with-us’. This means it is difficult to maintain an 

awareness of the intermingled relationships that we have with digital technologies 

because the culturally reinforced perception shifts technology from the foreground 

to the background of our consciousness.  

 

This chapter is prefaced by a brief account of two concepts that influence the 

direction of my thesis: Gregory Bateson’s ‘familiarisation’ and Viktor Shklovsky’s 

‘defamiliarisation’. I then explore a range of discursive themes such as the re-
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embodiment and materialisation of digital technologies, which examine our 

relationships with technology. I then discuss digital technology through the lens 

offered by my Korean cultural background to explore an alternative, non-Western 

approach that indicates how it is possible for technology (particularly digital 

technology) to be integrated into culture. To support this examination, I analyse 

selected artworks by Nam June Paik, along with artists from the Device Art 

movement, as these artists inform my studio research.    

2.1  
Conceptual Overview 

While considering the pace of technological development that increased 

miniaturisation has taken beyond the grasp of immediate human perception, it is 

important to understand the types of relationships we have with digital technology 

to appreciate how our relationships with these technologies are being dynamically 

transformed. Notwithstanding the major cultural implications such dynamic 

transformation heralds, it is paradoxical that as we form increasingly intimate 

relationships with these technologies, we become increasingly unaware of their 

existence. This process of familiarisation is exaggerated through the various cultural 

systems that render these technologies transparent and invisible. 

 

The consequence of these familiarised (and often taken-for-granted) technologies is 

that complex relationships between humans and digital technology are no longer in 

the foreground (as they perhaps once were) on a conscious level. In “Steps to an 
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Ecology of Mind” (2000) Gregory Bateson (2000) argues that familiarised objects 

and environments ‘are sunk into the unconscious levels’ to keep our consciousness 

from focusing on the ‘pragmatics of particular instances’ (142). In short, familiarised 

objects and environments receive little attention from users. For Bateson (2000), 

this ‘little attention’ helps us to forget that our membership in the world is complex. 

It is a membership in which the ‘human individual’, the ‘society in which individual 

lives’, and the ‘ecosystem–the natural biological surroundings of human animals’ are 

intermingled (436). In the ‘ecosystem’ we now inhabit, we frequently take digital 

technologies for granted by overlooking the complex relationships we form with 

them and we risk losing our “awareness of technology-being-with-us”. 

 

In an attempt to re-foreground digital technology into the human psyche, I will 

employ the process of defamiliarisation to recall the ‘awareness of technology-

being-with-us’. Literature theorist and scholar Shklovsky originally developed the 

concept of defamiliarisation to distinguish between poetic and prosaic languages 

(Crawford 1984, 209). Shklovsky (1965) argued that the process of 

defamiliarisation—of making the familiar unfamiliar—increases ‘the difficulty and 

length of perception because the process of perception is an aesthetic end in itself 

and must be prolonged’ (12). Applications of defamiliarisation are found in art 

works by Rene Magritte, Marcel Duchamp, and—most important to this thesis—

Nam June Paik. Defamiliarisation enables us to refocus our attention back to a 

familiar object. In doing so, we are better able to reconsider the particular 

relationships that the familiar object has within its social milieu and with us. In an 

era in which current design strategies (such as those valorised in human–computer 
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interaction [HCI] and user-centred design) focus on making digital technologies 

transparent for users to accomplish specific tasks more efficiently and economically, 

defamiliarising a technology might mean the viewer or user will become more 

acutely aware of their relationship with technology outside of any predetermined 

practical or functional usages. If current design strategies make users less aware of 

the technology by familiarising it, the defamiliarisation of technology creates the 

opportunity to reflect on particular cultural activities to help illuminate the 

interdependent nature of the relationship between technology and humans—

technology as not a mere tool for us to use but as non-human entities with which we 

have relationships.  

2.2  
Interdependent relationship between us and 
technology 

Understanding our interdependent relationship with technology begins by 

conceiving technology as an entity that has the capability to construct the social 

milieu in which we live and the ways we think about the world, and has implications 

for the very concept of what it is to be a human being. This interdependency is a 

fundamental characteristic of the relationship between humans and technology. For 

example, in an examination of technology and culture, the historian Mazlish (1967) 

writes that ‘humans evolved from the other animals [into humanity] through a 

continuous interaction of tool, physical, and mental-emotional changes’ (4). As such, 

continuous interaction with technology is a critical element in the process of human 
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evolution. For anthropologist Washburn (1960) ‘the way of life made possible by 

tools changed the pressures of natural selection and so changed the structure of 

[humans]’ (65). While tools and technologies have been the result of human 

imagination and ingenuity, it is through their use that we have come to continuously 

reconstruct ourselves and the world in which we live. In this sense, the world is 

filled with artificially constructed conditions for our lives. 

 

According to the psychologist Johnston (2005), the artificially constructed 

conditions of our lives equates to a ‘third nature’—‘the formation of ideology and 

cultural artefacts which yielded a shift to self-reflective, symbolic thought and 

agrarianism in humans some 8–40 thousand years ago’ (235).11 Johnston (2005) 

argues that technology plays a major role in the evolution and forming of the third 

nature and consequently, influences the manner in which we perceive other forms 

of nature. For Johnston (2005), humans are interdependently involved in the 

continuous process of creating new technologies that continuously reshape the 

conditions in which we live.12 While humans are equally makers and users in the 

third nature, as biological entities, we also belong to the second nature of emergent 

life forms. This dual membership in the second/third nature implies that being a 

human being is a continuous process that incorporates our biological body (nature) 

with manufactured artefacts. With the rapid speed of technological developments, 

the third nature has extended dramatically, such that now, any place that is 

                                                             
11 Johnston divides nature into three basic forms: the first nature relates to the matter that emerged 

from the big bang 12–15 billion years ago and the second nature refers to the emerging life on 
earth, from the first bacteria up to 4 billion years ago (Johnston 2005, 235). 

12 For example, ‘technology has enabled the reshaping of a large portion of first and second 
natures to make them fit within our third-nature world-views and serve our ever growing 
population and perceived needs’ (Johnston 2005, 255). 
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inhabited by human beings is now recognised as being part of the third nature. That 

is, the environments that we consider first nature such as parks or rural spaces are 

artificially constructed third natures because these spaces are designed by us. In 

some sense, the third nature should be considered more natural than the first 

nature, at least in modern societies as our manifold aspects of everyday life is based 

on manufactured artefacts. 

 

If human beings construct technology, it follows that in an interdependent 

relationship, technology shapes us and influences our actions and practices. Ihde 

(1990), a science and technology philosopher, argues that technology mediates 

human experience and changes how we perceive the world. According to Ihde 

(1990), technology transforms human experience through ‘inclinations’ that have a 

powerful cultural variant (Tripathi 2009, 9). Ihde (2009) argues that technology 

mediates our perception and interpretation of our reality (the hermeneutic 

dimension) and the manner in which we engage with reality (the pragmatic 

dimension) (Tripathi 2009, 10). Ihde (1990) contends that there are different types 

of relations that occur between humans and technology in our everyday ‘lifeworld’. 

These types of relation are the following: ‘embodied’, ‘hermeneutic’, ‘alterity’,13 and 

‘background’ relations. In an embodied relation, we use devices to experience our 

lifeworld that, by default, simultaneously alter and modify our perception of the 

world. A hermeneutic relation involves using instruments that must be interpreted 

to be properly understood, for example, clocks, thermometers, and other 

                                                             
13 Alterity refers to the radical difference posed to humans as ‘others’. Ihde (1990) borrows this 

notion of alterity from the philosopher Emmanuel Levinas to delineate ‘how and to what extent 
do technology become other or, at least, quasi-others’ (98). 
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technologies with visual displays. Alterity relations occur when technologies appear 

as the ‘other’, that is, they possess what might be described as an independence 

from humans, for example, robots, computer games, artificial life and artificial 

intelligence. Background relation with technologies form the context of experience 

in a manner that is seldom raised to a conscious level, for example, in the mundane 

context of a home system using lighting, heating, and cooling systems (Ihde 1990).  

 

Given the overarching thematic exploration of this research focuses on human 

beings’ interdependent relationship with digital technology in a Ubicomp context, I 

argue that it is important to foreground the pragmatic—often prosaic or mundane—

dimensions of technological mediations that we often overlook, not least due to 

various factors that render computational systems transparent. These factors 

include the miniaturisation of computer hardware, the immateriality of software 

and the development of various detection or sensor systems designed to monitor 

and track human interactions. Of the four types of relations that Ihde (1990) 

outlines, alterity and background relations most directly influence the conceptual 

approach to my practice-based research. I explore these themes in Chapter 5, where 

I discuss a body of works in my studio investigations. These works from my studio 

investigations are designed to function as cultural probes that self-consciously 

reflect on how digital systems are deployed into constructed social milieus and 

explore the potential to create alternative revisions of these systems. 
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2.3  
Cultural Variations 

Interdependence implies that both humans and technology are cooperative 

partners, and that their relationship is reciprocal. In this respect, human–

technological interdependency is analogous to the manner in which Eastern 

philosophies such as Taoism, Buddhism, and Confucianism seek to harmonise an 

organic relationship between people and nature. Unlike a Western approach to an 

understanding of interdependency as a background relation (as described by Ihde 

[1990]), an Eastern understanding of human–technological interdependency is 

realised overtly and foregrounded in everyday cultural activities. Such differences 

warrant further examination, especially from an Eastern philosophical approach. 

Given that my cultural background is strongly informed by my Korean heritage, I 

specifically cast my examination through a range of cultural activities practised in 

Korea. It is common practice in traditional Korean culture to foreground the 

interdependency between humans and non-humans in all forms of daily activities 

and routines through exaggerated expressions designed to signify that we live with 

‘others’. These non-humans or others include nature, animals, and technology, as 

well as immaterial entities such as spiritual beings.  

 

The increasing immateriality of digital technology is of particular relevance to this 

discussion on Korean cultural practices and ritual. Computer software is an 

immaterial form that makes computer hardware function, and exists only in relation 

to the hardware. Moreover, due to advances in computer miniaturisation, computer 

hardware is also disappearing as it is woven into the fabric of our physical 
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environments. A common characteristic of the creative works that I have produced 

as part of my studio research is their reflection on Korean cultural practices that 

foreground various forms of otherwise mundane activities. This occurs as part of the 

Korean culture’s creative strategy to refocus attention on the materiality and 

immateriality of digital technologies and systems to evoke the sense of technology-

being-with-us. As philosopher Deleuze and Parnet (2007) highlight that the ‘arts of 

Zen, archery, gardening or taking tea, are exercises to make the event surge forth 

and dazzle on a pure surface’ (51). Deleuze and Parnet (2007) observe these 

activities are designed–even staged–for us to focus on the very action that we 

perform. In doing so, our actions offer us opportunities to contemplate the 

entangled connections in activities such as the rituals and relationships that exist 

between nature, and the non-living—often technical entities such as the bow and 

arrow, the tree, flower or tea. 

2.4  
Korean Cultural Traditions 

The relationship between human and non-human entities in Korean culture is 

underpinned by concepts of interdependence and communality, that is, “living 

together”. The legacy of the Choson dynasty (1392–1910) underwrites a diverse 

range of traditions in Korea. This cultural legacy dominates the manner in which 

contemporary Koreans live and informs a wide range of social standards and norms 

including language (Hangul). These cultural traditions are directly descended from 

Neo-Confucianism, Taoism, Buddhism and shamanism (Wells 2000, 16). At the 
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heart of the shared cultural ‘aesthetic’ of these traditions are the philosophical 

concepts of Yin and Yang, and the ‘five elements’ derived from Chinese cosmology. 

Yin and Yang are the two complementary yet opposing forces of nature from which 

it was believed the universe was formed. According to East Asian cosmology, the 

union of Yin and Yang resulted in the creation of the five elements: earth, fire, wood, 

metal and water. An important aspect of East Asian cosmology is the understanding 

that the world is contingent on the intertwined connections of all elements—

philosophical (Yin and Yang) and natural (five elements)—which when combined 

with human ingenuity, creativity and spirit form the foundations of society.14  

 

This cosmology informs the concept of communality in Korean culture, which is ‘to 

seek solutions to ubiquitous human problems by transcending individuality through 

identification with a larger community’ (Baker 2008, 7). This communality is not 

confined to interpersonal relationships; it filters throughout society, permeating all 

facets of the Korean understanding of the relationship between human beings, 

nature and spiritual beings. For example, Baker (2008) states that Koreans believe 

that it is the ‘pursuit of individual interest at the expense of the larger community 

that introduces evil into this world. Therefore, forming a personal alliance with a 

powerful spirit or punishing our bodies are not good ways to fight evil. Instead, we 

should remind ourselves that we do not exist in isolation from the people and things 

around us’ (Baker 2008, 9). Certain features of communality might be considered as 

basically universal features found in most societies; however, as a collection of 

traditions, including the specific ritual practices through activities such as culinary 

                                                             
14 ‘These five elements are also the natural materials first used by all human beings to fashion 

objects of utility and aesthetic presence’ (Robets and Brand 2001, 8) 
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art, commemorative rites, and folk paintings, these practices reveal a particularly 

Korean understanding of our interdependent relationships with non-living entities 

and communality. The following three practices that inform various facets of Korean 

life will provide the reader with greater insight into this cultural sensibility.  

2.4.1  
Culinary Art: Bibimbap 

The preparation and eating of various types of food are very important cultural 

practices in Eastern cultures. Different countries and regions have unique culinary 

‘signatures’ that have come to be culturally identifiable such as sushi in Japan. In the 

case of Korea, Bibimbap(비빔밥) is a signature recipe that is infused with the 

ideology of the world (Yin and Yang and the five elements). Bibimbap is an excellent 

cultural artefact through which to examine the interdependent relationship between 

Yin,Yang, and the five elements. The word “Bibim(비빔)” literally means “to mix”, an 

important point that will be explored further below. Bibimbap is represented as a 

symbol of the wisdom of the Korean ancestors in pursuit of harmony in nature and 

social behaviours (see Figure 2-1). Bibimbap is a large bowl of rice topped with 

various vegetables such as bean sprouts, zucchini, squash, thin strips of beef, a fried 

egg and paprika paste. In its preparation, each topping ingredient is cooked 

according to its ‘nature’ to sustain its distinctive taste. The overall combination of 

the various ingredients is selected based on the harmony that embodies the Korean 

belief that each food ingredient contains the characteristic Yin-Yang, and the five 

elements. Once prepared, the toppings are mixed together with rice and eaten with a 
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spoon. When all the ingredients are mixed, Bibimbap delivers a new flavour; 

however, it does not do so at the expense of the individual distinctive flavours 

because the taste of each ingredient is sustained. The art of making Bibimbap is to 

produce a flavour that both closely maintains the flavour of the unique elements but 

also connects the other elements to simultaneously produce a new flavour. 

 

 

Figure 2-1 Traditional Jun-Ju Bibimbap 
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2.4.2  
Commemorative Rites: Jeasa 

Commemorative rituals in Korea are ancestor-worship ceremonies held at different 

intervals.15 In the common annual ancestral rite, Jeasa (제사),16 a single ceremonial 

meal is prepared in the belief that the ancestral spirits visit the human beings on 

Earth to eat the food (see Figure 2-2). This event both evokes the relationship to the 

ancestors and reinforces the fellowship Koreans have.  

 

The food arrangement in Jeasa accords with the philosophy of Yin-Yang and the five 

elements. The colour and shape of the ingredients that comprise the meal match the 

five elements—green, red, yellow, white and black, and their placement on the table 

follows the positive–negative balance of Yin-Yang (see Figure 2-3). The most 

important aspect of this rite is that the physical form is designed to remind 

participants that there is something beyond the physical world—life and death, 

material and immaterial, body and spirit. Koreans believe that there are spiritual 

beings beyond the physical world that influence our present condition. It is believed 

that when the living take good care of the dead, the spirits will provide for the living 

                                                             
15 Commemorative rituals are held at different occasions in Korea. Korean traditional festivals 

such as Sulnal (설날) (equivalent to the Chinese New Year) and Chusuk (추석) (equivalent to 
the Moon Festival) are major occasions for commemorative rituals. In some of cases, each 
lineage has its own commemorative ritual for its ancestor: my lineage holds its major 
commemorative rituals in April each year.   

16 I use the photos of Jongmyo Jerye or Jongmyo Daeje in this study, as it is formal model of the 
Jaesa format. Jongmyo Jerye is a rite held for worshipping the late kings and queens of the 
Joseon Dynasty in Jongmyo Shrine, Seoul, South Korea. It is held every year on the first Sunday 
in May. Further, the Jongmyo rite is usually accompanied by playing court music (Jerye-ak) and 
a dance called ‘Ilmu’ or line dance. The United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organization (UNESCO) designated Jongmyo Jerye and Jeryeak as the first of South Korea’s 
Masterpieces of the Oral and Intangible Heritage of Humanity in 2001. 
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if they (the living) encounter hardship or face significant problems in their mortal 

lives.  

 

 

Figure 2-2 Ancestral Rities, Jongmyo Herye 

 

 

Figure 2-3 The Food Arrangement for Jongmyo Jerye 
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2.4.3  
Folk Paintings: Minhwa 

Minhwa(민화) is a specific type of folk painting created by laypeople rather than 

professional artists. This form of painting was developed in the seventeenth century 

to reflect on the life of ordinary people and their relationships in the world with 

other people, animals, everyday objects and the natural landscape. The main use of 

Minhwa is decorative, and is applied to the adornment of objects such as hand-held 

folding fans, Byung Pyung (a movable folding wall or screen), and spaces such as a 

door to a room. Minhwa is considered to have a magical dimension. Through 

Minhwa, Koreans possess beneficial virtues such as protecting the owner of a house 

and their family from an evil force or to help overcome the fear of menacing beings 

such as a tigers (see Figure 2-4). Minhwa reminds Koreans that human beings live 

with other material and immaterial beings, including spiritual beings (good or bad). 

Koreans use Minhwa as a means to express the beliefs and desires of the virtue of 

spiritual beings or non-human entities. Without this strong belief in both the 

existence of spiritual beings and Koreans people’s interdependent relationship with 

them and other non-human entities, Minhwa becomes a mere visual description of 

the natural world (albeit stylised).  
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Figure 2-4 Minhwa: various examples of Tiger with Magpie-Unkown Arists (n, d) 

 

 

The examples of Bibimbap, Jeasa and Minhwa provide insight into an Eastern 

understanding (expressed in the Korean tradition) of the cultural practices that 

serve to mediate between humans and ‘other’ entities, creating a greater sense of 

communality. A number of Korean artists have explored such themes in relation to 

media art. Most notable among these is Paik (whose work will be discussed in 

relation to these themes) and a number of artwork in the Device Art movement 

from Japan.  
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2.5  
Nam June Paik and Device Art 

The works of Paik exemplify how the themes and practices that have been 

considered in this research can be rearticulated into media artworks. For Paik 

technology is an essential part of our life and its influence on our life is inevitable. 

Instead of casting negative views on this inevitability, Paik places a positive 

perspective on this influence and seeks to express possible harmonious 

relationships between humans and technology through his artworks. Paik’s positive 

view of technology is well known and is clearly articulated in the following 

statement:  

 

It’s all your life in one. Our life is half natural and half technological. Half-

and-half is good. You cannot deny that high-tech is progress. We need it for 

jobs. Yet if you make only high-tech, you make war. So we must have a 

strong human element to keep modesty and natural life–Nam June Paik. 

(McGill 1986) 

 

In articulating a human–technological ‘assemblage’,17 Paik exhibited a novel manner 

in which to reflect on technology. By asking viewers to consider what technology 

means for humans, he emphasises the role of technology as a mediator between 

                                                             
17 The use of assemblage in this chapter follows Deleuze and Guattari’s notion of assemblage. For 

Deleuze and Guattari, an assemblage is a functional conglomeration of elements but importantly, 
the component elements are not taken to be unified, stable or self-identical entities or objects 
(Currier 2003, 235). The identity of an assemblage is attained through interactions with broader 
networks of assemblages. Deleuze and Guattari use the example of the book to illustrate the 
characteristics of an assemblage as follows: ‘As an assemblage, a book has only itself, in 
connection with other assemblages and in relation to other bodies without organs […] A book 
exists only through the outside and on the outside’ (Deleuze and Guattari 1987, 4). 
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humans and nature (Kim 2010, 124). Paik’s articulation of the human–technological 

assemblage was influenced by his Korean cultural background, in particular it was 

informed by Bibim culture (discussed above). According to Paik’s wife, Shigeko 

Kubota, Paik loved traditional Korean food and used to observe that his artworks 

were similar to Korean Bibimbap (Koh 2012). Lee (2002) observes that Paik’s 

approach to video art shares features with this traditional Korean dish in that both 

represent the qualities of a ‘mixed up, convergence and hybridity’(49). I argue that 

for Paik, Bibimbap was a twofold concept. First, it informed his stylistic strategy, and 

second, it offered an aesthetic language through which he could express his 

perception of technology, the electronic medium in particular. The uniqueness of 

Paik’s oeuvre is derived from this concept, embodying the manner in which the 

characteristics of each element could be sustained while simultaneously mixing 

together each element to create a new form. For example in TV Rodin (1982) and 

Exposition of Music – Electronic Television (1963), Paik mixed familiar yet 

unrelated components (e.g. television sets, sculptural forms—such as statue of the 

Buddha and an imitation of Rodin’s The Thinker—and musical instruments such as 

the cello and piano) into new combinations that reflect on the relationship between 

humans and technology (see Figure 2-5 and Figure 2-7). For Paik the humanisation 

of technology was a major theme informing his practice: 

 

The real implied issue in 'art and technology' is not to make another 

scientific toy, but how to humanize the technology and the electronic 

medium, which is progressing rapidly—too rapidly. Progress has already 

outstripped ability to program ... TV Brassiere for Living Sculpture 
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(Charlotte Moorman) is also one sharp example to humanize electronics ... 

and technology. By using TV as bra ... the most intimate belonging of human 

being, we will demonstrate the human use of technology, and also stimulate 

viewers NOT for something mean but stimulate their fantasy to look for the 

new, imaginative and humanistic ways of using our technology. (Paik 1969) 

 

Nam June Paik’s distinctive manner of creating technological assemblages has 

influenced the practice of many new media artists, including the movement known 

as Device Art that originated in Japan’s contemporary media art scene in the late 

1990s. Similar to Paik’s interest in the (then) newly available commercial format of 

video in the early 1970s, these Device Artists integrate the latest consumer 

technologies into their art-making process. Artists working in this genre question 

and examine the relationships between art, science, and technology from both a 

contemporary and historical perspective (Kusahara 2008). For example, artists 

Nobumichi Tosa and Ryota Kuwakubo rearticulate familiar technological objects to 

create an aesthetic medium through which to reconsider our relationship with new 

technology. Many qualities of Device Art are rooted in a Japanese cultural tradition 

that, similarly to the Korean tradition, focuses on the interdependency between 

human beings and non-living entities. In Japan, tools are not considered as merely a 

means to an end. Rather, the process and manner of using a tool is considered as 

important as the result of the use of the tool (Kusahara 2008). This characteristic is 

illustrated in the traditional tea ceremony. To attend a tea ceremony in Japan is to 

experience the act of drinking a cup of green tea as a performative process—from 

the atmosphere of the setting, the contemplation of the relationships between the 
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various elements for making and drinking tea such as the tea cups and the tea 

utensil kit, to the quality of the tea itself. As such, a tea ceremony can be understood 

as an exercise ‘to make the event surge forth and dazzle on a pure surface’ (Deleuze 

and Parnet 2007, 51); Device Art in relation to my creative practice and its influence 

on my work will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 4. 
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Figure 2-5 Nam June Paik, TV Rodin (1982) 

 

 

Figure 2-6 Nam June Paik, TV Bra for Living Sculpture (1969) 
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Figure 2-7 Nam June Paik, Exposition of Music – Electronic Television (1963) 
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2.6  
Conclusion 

This chapter has provided an outline of ideas that support my practice-based 

interests in exploring the interdependent relationships between humans and 

technology, inspired by the writings of Bateson and Ihde. While their theories are 

important to the proposition outlined in the thesis, I have attempted to offer an 

interpretation of them through the lens of an Eastern (particularly Korean) 

understanding of these themes. I have argued that cultural practices such as culinary 

art (Bibimbap), commemorative rites (Jeasa) and folk painting traditions (Minhwa) 

cast these themes into sharper relief, and as such, introduce a different mode of 

thinking about our interdependent relationship to technology in contemporary life. 

As well as the more philosophical implications that these traditions hold for my 

creative practice, it is important for the reader to understand the contemporary 

technological context of ‘ubiquitous computing’ in which digital systems have 

become transparent and invisible. In the following chapter, I provide a detailed 

overview of these contexts. Chapter 4 will continue my exploration of Device Art, 

placing particular attention on to the manners in which artists associated with the 

movement have approached and used hardware as ‘form’. I will then discuss the 

projects that have been created from my studio research in Chapter 5. Here, I will 

document the resulting creative works and discuss how ubiquitous technologies 

(such as computer vision, augmented reality, and radio frequency identification 

[RFID]) are transformed into an aesthetic that illuminates the sense of technology-

being-with-us, drawing attention to our interdependent relationship with 

technology.  
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Chapter 3  
Transformed Interactions in Ubiquitous Computing 

 

  

Researchers in ubiquitous computing (UbiComp) seek to distribute computers into 

our everyday lives in such a way as to render them invisible and taken for granted. 

Computational systems are no longer physical objects permanently located on our 

desks, they are deeply entwined into our social and work lives. This relatively recent 

condition transforms the way we interact with computer systems as well as how we 

relate to them. Yet these changes are rarely perceived as transformational because 

of the ways in which computational systems are deployed, then rendered familiar 

and invisible. As succinctly introduced by Marc Weiser: ‘the most profound 

technologies are those that disappear. They weave themselves into the fabric of 

everyday life until they are indistinguishable from it’ (Weiser 1991, 1). 
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In their investigation into the influence of digital technologies in education and 

literacy, Bruce and Horgan (1998, 297) contend that as computational systems 

become familiar, we risk losing sight of their influence on our everyday lives. They 

argue that we should look more carefully at how computational systems affect our 

lives even when we cannot see the systems directly (1998, 299). In a related vein, 

cultural theorist Anne Galloway argues that ‘the desire of UbiComp to become 

embedded or pervasive technology serves to render [the intersection between the 

human and computational systems] invisible’ (Galloway 2004, 400). The orientation 

of my exegesis explores this particular feature of UbiComp; specifically, how our 

awareness of interacting with hidden computational systems transforms our 

relationship with objects and environments. The first part of this chapter examines 

the original framework of UbiComp and early research in this field. The second part 

of the chapter provides background to the technologies that underwrite the 

UbiComp framework and how they influence the character of our interaction with 

computational systems. In the third section of this chapter I will discuss how 

UbiComp transforms interactive environments, while the final part of the chapter 

summarizes the relevance of UbiComp to my art-making practice.      
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3.1  
What is Ubiquitous Computing? 

Weiser’s UbiComp and Early Research   

Before the concept of UbiComp was conceived, interaction with computational 

systems was primarily based on operating a desktop personal computer (PC). 

Driven by some specific need, it was common for a user to sit down at her desk, start 

up the computer, and launch an application. With considerable skill and training the 

user runs commands to that application and achieves what she sets out to do. 

 

Inspired by anthropological studies of “work life”, which suggests the human 

tendency is to work through common problems, shared situations and unexamined 

technological skills, such as body language, Weiser’s ideas about UbiComp 

challenged the then conventional notion of human computer interaction (HCI). 

Weiser was a chief scientist at Xerox PARC leading the computer science laboratory 

during the period 1987–96. Weiser believed that desktop PCs were both segregated 

and segregating from where humans live and interact with the real world and failed 

to become transparent tools through which we work (1993). Weiser criticised the 

desktop model of computing arguing it was problematic for us to privilege 

information technology in our daily practices (1991, 1993). Weiser suggested that 

this computer centered interactive model could be transformed into an alternative 

approach that deployed computational systems into a human centered one; Weiser 

coined this ‘Ubiquitous Computing’ (1991). For Weiser this shift from a computer-

centered to human-centered model for interaction would reorient computational 

systems in accordance with everyday practices, and re-deploy them between 
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humans as an interface for interpersonal communication rather than ‘human-to-

computer’ (Weiser, Gold, and Brown 1999, 694).  

 

In this approach Weiser insisted that computational systems should be adopted into 

the practices of everyday life rather than requiring users to make a concerted effort 

to adapt to computational systems. For Weiser ubiquitous computing was 

practically and discursively opposite to other Information and Communication 

Technology (ICT) practices at the time such as the particular orientations that 

framed virtual reality (VR) systems (see figure 3-1). For Weiser (1993), VR and 

desktop computing required users to become compliant with machine logic; these 

modes of address separated users from the physical world. Weiser argued that VR 

was ‘at odds with the goal of better integrating the computer into human activities, 

since humans are of and in the everyday world’ (2).  In contrast the design of 

ubiquitous computing systems attune computers to our world, in the process 

domesticating computers for humans, rather than computational systems 

domesticating humans (Galloway 2004, 387).  

 

Virtual Reality Ubiquitous Computing 

 

Figure 3-1. Virtual Reality (left) V.S Ubiquitous Computing (right). 
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Instead of developing autonomous agents, such as those found in artificial 

intelligence and artificial life, to do the work for humans (Weiser 1993, 2), Weiser 

focused on developing computer systems that augmented the human experience. 

Weiser (1991) proposed that we rethink the role of computational systems in our 

everyday lives and practices, as ‘one that takes into account the human world and 

allows the computers themselves to vanish into the background’ (3).  

 

Weiser’s main concern in rendering computational devices invisible was the 

potential for “information overload”.18 In order to solve this dilemma, Weiser and 

John Seely Brown (1996) suggested that computational systems remain outside of 

our conscious awareness until we actively focus attention onto them (7). To 

demonstrate the concept Weiser and Seely Brown developed the concept of ‘Calm 

technology’ (1996, 1), a technology that oscillates between the periphery and centre 

of our attention, being outside of our conscious awareness until we actively 

focus/refocus on it: 

 

The most potentially interesting, challenging, and profound change implied 

by the ubiquitous computing era is a focus on calm. If computers are 

everywhere they better stay out of the way, and that means designing them 

so that the people being shared by the computers remain serene and in 

control… [C]omputers for personal use have focused on the excitement of 

                                                             
18 For example, Alvin Toffler, in his seminal book Future Shock (Toffler 1970), argues that the 

presence of too much information makes it difficult for people to understand a given issue and to 
make decisions.  
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interaction. But when computers are all around, so that we want to compute 

while doing something else and have more time to be more fully human, we 

must radically rethink the goals, context and technology of the computer and 

all the other technology crowding into our lives. (Weiser and Seely Brown 

1996, 7) 

 

Weiser and Seely Brown (1996) argue that transparency is important in calm 

technology as this enables users to engage with computation at the periphery of 

their perception through ‘a two-way channel for clues about the environment’ (12). 

The concept of “inner office windows” illustrates the point. Office windows connect 

people inside an office environment with those outside vis-à-vis the transparency of 

technology-the window. By drawing upon this analogy, Weiser emphasized that 

technology should not be the centre of our focus but should be unobtrusively 

mediate human relationships.  

 

Natalie Jeremijenko’s Dangling String (1996) illustrates this concept of transparency 

in ubiquitous computing. Dangling String was an electronic sculpture installed in an 

unused corner of a hallway in Xerox PARC. The work consisted of an 8ft piece of 

plastic wire hanging down from a small electronic motor mounted in the ceiling and 

connected to a network via an ethernet cable (see figure 3-3). An electronic motor 

was wired to respond to each bit of information flowing through the network. Each 

bit of information caused a tiny twitch of the motor; when the network is quiet, 

Dangling String twitches slightly, when the network is busy Dangling String twitches 

in a dynamic whirling motion visualizing the invisible flow of bits with an 
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appropriately characteristic noise. For Weiser and Brown, Dangling String 

demonstrates the theory of calm technology as the project oscillates between the 

centre and periphery of the viewers’ attention; initially the project created attention 

just by being unique, however it became peripheral as it became familiar.  

 

 

 

Figure 3-2. Inner office window. 

 

 

 

Figure 3-3. Natalie Jeremijenko, Dangling String, 
1996. 

 

 

These examples of calm technology illustrate not so much how technologies become 

invisible but more importantly how they become familiar.19  In calm technology, 

computational systems are seen not only as a type of device, but also as a connected 

infrastructure through which the power of computing can be exploited: 

                                                             
19 In this context, the term of disappearance and invisible in UbiComp can be understood as the 

expression of naturalization and familiarization of computational systems into our everyday life. 
Given that our deep relationship with technology often becomes oblivious, much care is 
necessary in relation to the familiarity and prevalence of technology. According to Mark B.N. 
Hansen we run the risk of becoming passive recipients of technological commodities, having no 
hope of becoming active interactors (Hansen 2010). 
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As we learn to design calm technology, we will enrich not only our space of 

artifacts, but also our opportunities for being with other people. When our 

world is filled with interconnected, embedded computers, calm technology 

will play a central role in a more humanly empowered twenty-first century. 

(Weiser and Seely Brown 1996, 17) 

 

This desire to make computational infrastructure20 invisible has been embraced by 

developers and artists during the past twenty years and frequently underpins 

developments in various disciplines of research such as context aware computing, 

and embedded computation (Rogers 2006; Galloway 2004).  

 

So far I have discussed the primary objective of UbiComp—making computational 

infrastructure invisible. In the reminder of this section, I look at how the concept of 

UbiComp has been explored and deployed in the areas of context aware computing 

and embedded computation, both commercially and artistically. In the commercial 

domain, the technological feasibility of UbiComp is explored. In contrast, the artistic 

uses of UbiComp focus on the influences and affects of technology in the social and 

cultural contexts of our lives.  
  

                                                             
20  Here, the concept of infrastructure is used in a broad sense. Infrastructure refers to ‘the 

technological layer of networked services’ that supports the operation of computational systems, 
in addition to ‘the structures that lie below or beneath the surface of applications and interaction’ 
(Dourish and Bell 2011, 96). 
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Context-aware computing 
 

In context-aware computing, computational systems track and monitor the 

environments that they are embedded into, then use the data generated from the 

environment to reconfigure the context of the environment. These systems often 

identify users and collect information about their movement and location in the 

environment. Context-aware computing systems are designed to aggregate this 

information from a particular location to augment the user experience by re-

presenting customized and relevant information back to the user (Rogers 2006, 

407). This type of system is illustrated by Marmasse and Schmandt’s context-

sensitive application comMotion (2000) which provides information to users about 

their current location, for example comMotion informed users driving or cycling 

past a grocery store to buy the groceries they needed (see figure 3-4). 

 

 

Figure 3-4. The visual interface of comMotion. 
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Figure 3-5. Jonah Brucker-Cohen, Inquisitive Devices, 2008. 

 

 

In contrast to comMotion, Inquisitive Devices (2008) by Jonah Brucker-Cohen, 

critiques context aware computing itself (Figure 3-5) through exploration of the 

transition from public to personal broadcasting, and the present day usage of the 

radio spectrum (Brucker-Cohen 2008). Questioning the notion of disappearance or 

invisibility in UbiComp pradigm, Brucker-Cohen’s work ‘attempts to challenge this 
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notion of invisibility by creating a dialog between people in these public spaces and 

their personal devices’ (Brucker-Cohen 2008).  Inquisitive Devices is a networked 

installation that generates audio based on the name of a detected Bluetooth device 

through audio filtering and speech synthesis. Inquisitive Devices broadcasts these 

sounds throughout the physically distributed networked speakers, and the 

movement of the detected device determines the resulting pattern of audio 

broadcasts.   

 

 
 
Recording/Tracking and Monitoring 

 

Projects that sense, track, monitor and record user information are typically 

attempts to deploy computational systems in a manner that delegates the role of 

observation to computational systems. For example computational systems have 

been developed to assist with monitoring the health of a person by providing real-

time health updates to another user to review, often remotely. These types of 

systems (that record, track and monitor) have been adopted into systems that seek 

to take care of vulnerable people such as the elderly and the physically and mentally 

disabled (Rogers 2006).  For instance, Digital Family Portrait (Mynatt et al. 2001) is 

an application that reconnects family members by providing a qualitative sense of a 

distant relative’s well-being. Digital Family Portrait is hung on the wall or propped 

on a mantle like a traditional portrait frame. The image changes daily, reflecting a 

captured moment of the connected relative’s life, in an attempt to enable the types 
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of observations that would naturally occur to someone living next door or in the 

same home. 

 

While Ubiquitous Computing ideally provides a platform for communication and 

networking, such systems generate inherent privacy concerns due to their tracking 

and monitoring capabilities. Such as Flying Spy Potatoes (2005) by Artist Jenny 

Marketou, Marketou explores the technologically networked condition of 

contemporary society, and the role of surveillance and recording. Within a gallery 

environment, balloons are attached to the floor, allowing the public to move through 

a floating red forest. Video cameras hidden inside the balloons capture and record 

the visitor’s movements through the installation in real time, broadcasting these 

images live on TV Monitors within the exhibition space (Figure 3-6). Flying Spy 

Potatoes is also conducted outside the gallery space as a form of live street art game. 

Here visitors are encouraged to take balloons on a walk. In doing so visitors 

establish a bridge between the exhibition space and its context, and become both 

surveillant and object of surveillance (figure 3-7).  
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Figure 3-6. Jenny Marketou, Flying Spy Potatoes, 2005, Installation inside the gallery. 

 

 

Figure 3-7. Jenny Marketou, Flying Spy Potatoes, 2005, Game outside the gallery. 
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3.2  
Related Technologies  

The previous section briefly introduced commercial and artistic projects identified 

with UbiComp. In the following section, I will focus directly on the technologies that 

enable perceiving, recording, tracking and monitoring. The way of interacting with 

an object is dependent on the materiality of the object. For instance, a glass ball and 

rubber ball afford different interactions due to the properties of their materials—a 

rubber ball, unlike a glass ball, can bounce. In the same way, the interactions afford 

by computational systems can be shaped and influenced by the properties of the 

technologies used as the means of interface. The reader may find this section to be 

rather technical in nature, however I believe that a technical understanding of the 

technologies in question is necessary if we are to understand and speculate on the 

impacts of technology.  

 

In UbiComp, sensors, computer vision, and RFID technologies provide 

computational systems the capacity to actively detect changes within the 

environment in which they are embedded; they actively participate in the 

interaction process between humans and computational systems—in UbiComp, 

systems are always on “stand-by”. Given this constant readiness of computational 

system to react, the interaction process in UbiComp is an open one, where both 

human users and computers instigate the interactive process.21 Accordingly, central 

to UbiComp is the ability of computational systems to recognize and respond to 

                                                             
21 In the conventional desktop PC model, computational systems are, at least in some sense, 

passive because our interaction with them is initiated from a user.  
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actual contexts of use. UbiComp systems rely on two main types of information from 

their surroundings; information on the physical location and the user as discussed 

above.  

 

These features make it possible to adapt computational systems into contexts in 

which humans enact in their everyday life. The power of these computational 

systems permeate into our everyday practices via the digital objects we use and 

environments where we live. This new condition changes both the way we interact 

with computer systems as well as our relationship with them.   

3.2.1  
Sensor-based systems 

Sensor-based systems bridge the physical world with a computer-controlled system. 

A sensor is a device that transduces phenomenon in physical world such as physical, 

chemical, or biological stimuli into a corresponding detectable value, normally 

electrical form of signal (Wide 2012, 76). A temperature controller is a typical 

example of a sensor control system.  Here sensors are embedded as part of a control 

loop in pre-programed systems in order to automatically control mechanical system. 

The advancement and miniaturization of microprocessor technology has expanded 

the use of sensors.  A sensor-based system consists of a sensing unit and receiver 

unit. The sensing unit deals with the measured environmental data, and 

reconfigures it for subsequent operations and interfacing. In some cases groups of 
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sensors are utilized as a collective of units rather than as a single unit, forming a 

networked system. 

 

The measured data can be used to inform both human users and computational 

systems of phenomenon in physical world. For human users, sensors are a medium 

to extend the domain for perceiving phenomenon in the physical world, which is to 

say, they assist us to experience what the naked-human body cannot sense. In doing 

so, they potentially empower us with an extended reality (Siegel 2003).  For 

example, an ultrasound scan (sonography) enables us to see the internal human 

body without physically harming the external body. Through sonic sensors and 

computational systems, this non-sensible sound wave is transduced and presented 

to us in the sensible form of information—in this case, a real-time video output.  

 

 

 

Figure 3-8. Timo Arnall, Jørn Knuten and Einar Sneve Martinussen, Immaterials: Light painting WiFi , 
2011. 
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The project Immaterials: Light painting WiFi (2011) by Timo Arnall, Jørn Knuten, 

and Einar Sneve Martinussen is an example that uses sensors as tools to capture and 

reveal the non-visible phenomenon that constitute the foundations of UbiComp in 

the environment. WiFi technology uses radio waves to enable electronic devices to 

exchange data wirelessly over a computer network. The urban space is virtually 

filled with such electronic radio wave from mobile and wireless Internet networks. 

Immaterials: Light painting WiFi explores the non-visible field of WiFi networks in 

urban space (see figure 3-6). The measuring rod— a 4-metre tall instrument 

covering with LED lights—is used to detect the signals of WiFi networks. LED lights 

turn on when sensors detect the signals of WiFi networks, and the strength of the 

WiFi signal decide how many LED will be turned on. They film the sequence of 

movement of the measuring rod by using a photographic technique called light-

painting22. The artists write of the project’s intentions: 

 

The light paintings show how WiFi networks are highly local, informal and 

fragmented, but also illustrate how these networks make up a highly 

evolved, yet largely inaccessible urban infrastructure that is mainly created 

by its’ users. The visualizations demonstrate how WiFi is a part of the urban 

landscape, and how networks are both shaped by the environment and 

influence how urban spaces can be used. (Arnall 2011) 

 

                                                             
22 Light painting is a photographic technique that creates exposures by moving a hand-held light 

source or by moving the camera with slow shutter speed. The movement of the light source is 
continuously exposed on the same shot for the given exposure time. As result, it produces the 
continuous line of the movement of light source on the shot, as such drawing a line on the paper.      
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Both sonography and Immaterials: Light Painting WiFi demonstrate the extension of 

our perception of phenomena through sensor technology. Via sensors, the domain of 

interface between humans and computational systems moves beyond conventional 

methods such as mouse, keyboard and WIMP23, to relations between the human 

body and the environment. Too Smart City (2009) by artists David Jimison and Joo 

Youn Paek explicitly demonstrates the potentiality this type of computational 

interaction affords. The artist’s created experimental public street furniture—a 

trashcan, an informational sign, and a bench, each embedded with sensing hardware 

and computational systems. However, these pieces of furniture exaggerate excessive 

technological interventions in the urban environment by intentionally failing to 

perform their respective functions: the trashcan spits trash back at people; the 

street sign turns to face passersby displaying specific rules for them and; the bench 

ejects occupants by lifting them up and dumping them onto the ground (Figure 3-7).  

 

Embedded sensors are simultaneously the interface to the computational system 

and serve to initiate an interactive process. Jimison and Paek’s artwork produces a 

conversation around the topic of sentient (intelligent) urban spaces, and encourages 

viewers to reflect upon it (Jimison and Paek 2011, 127).  Of interest in Too Smart 

City is that the systems are not passively waiting for a command but an active 

participant in the interaction process. This realignment of active performance by 

computational systems requires us to reconsider how the role of human users is 

altered and reshaped in ubiquitous computing.  

 

                                                             
23 WIMP stands for “window, icon, menu, and pointing device”. 
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Figure 3-9. David Jimison and Joo Youn Paek, Too Smart City, 2009.  

 

3.2.2  
Augmented Reality  

Augmented Reality (AR) systems overlays the environment with acoustic or visual 

digital output. There is no singular type of AR project, applications in this domain 

range from medical examination to social computing such as computer-supported 

cooperative work (CSCW). Computer scientist Wendy E. Mackay observes that 

research in AR is concerned with the disconnectedness of digital contexts from the 

physical world, and suggests AR reintegrates digital information back into the 

physical world (1998).  AR systems enable people to exploit their existing skills in 

interacting with objects while benefiting from the power of computational systems 

(Mackay 1998). MacKay suggests basic strategies for augmenting our reality with 

computational systems in accordance with user, physical objects, and environments:  
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Augment Approach Technology Applications 

Users Wear devices on the 
body 

VR helmets 
Goggles 
Data gloves 

Medicine 
Field service 
Presentations 

Physical objects 
Imbed devices 
within objects 
 

Intelligent bricks 
Sensors, receptors 
GPS, electronic 
paper 

Education 
Office facilities 
Positioning 

Environment 
surrounding objects 
and users 
 

Project images and 
record remotely 
 

Video cameras, 
Scanners 
Graphics tablets 
Bar code readers 
Video Projectors 

Office work 
Film-making 
Construction 

Architecture 
 

 

Table 3-1. Examples of augmented reality approaches, with relevant technologies and applications 
(MacKay 1998).  

 

AR technologies can be divided into two groups; input and output. As output, video 

projector, video camera, and VR display enable digital imagery to be seamlessly 

blended with the physical world. Input from tracking systems, described above, 

provide computational systems with coordinates to align digital worlds along with 

the physical world. The proper alignment of each the physical world and digital 

imagery is crucial to forming the illusion that the two worlds coexist and overlap.  

 

In video-based AR, real-time video images are integrated with additional digital 

content, such as computer generated 3D models, to create the illusion that digital 

content overlays the physical world (Kato and Billinghurst 1999). For example, in 

Augmented Reality Tool Kit (ARToolKit),24 a specialized physical marker is used to 

determine what the viewer sees; the AR marker is used to configure the viewpoint 

                                                             
24 It was developed by Hirokazu Kato of Nara Institute of Science and Technology in 1999 and 

released by the University of Washington Human Interface Technology (HIT) Lab. ARToolKit is 
software package based on C++ program language, and distributed as open source. 
http://www.hitl.washington.edu/artoolkit/  
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of a camera. The AR Marker should be contained within the captured real-time video 

images. Then the program analyzes the captured real-time video images and returns 

the marker’s coordination in relation to the viewpoint of camera. The contents are 

rendered according to the camera’s viewpoint (See figure 3-10).  

 

 

Figure 3-10. AR Tracking Process, Adapted from Mobile augmented reality applications in daily 
environments (Jaramillo et al. 2010). 

 

 

Figure 3-11. Mark Billinghurst, Hirokazu Kato, and Ivan Poupyrev, Magic Book, 2001. 
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Magic Book (2001) by Mark Billinghurst, Hirokazu Kato, and Ivan Poupyrev from 

HIT lab explores the interface between the virtual and physical world.  Magic Book is 

similar to a traditional book in that it is a physical artefact with pages to turn, 

however with a special digital lorgnette—customized head mounted display—the 

reader can discover virtual worlds visualised as an immersive virtual reality 

(stereoscopic) experience. When the reader holds the lorgnette before their eyes, 

the virtual figures and buildings appear on the marker printed on the page and 

becomes virtually part of the page like a 3D pop-up book (see figure 3-9). The 

reader explores the virtual images by moving the book or changing the reader’s 

physical position. Interaction is based on the physical and the virtual world 

coexisting in the viewer’s point of view.  

 

Video-based AR is also used to create rich hybrid media experiences by mixing static 

and dynamic media. In Augmenting Esquire (2009) by The Barbarian Group, the 

conventional magazine is instrumental to the interaction process; when the reader 

holds a page containing an AR marker before a webcam, predefined multimedia 

contents are displayed onto a screen. In this case, AR is used to connect the readers 

in the physical world with the contents from the digital world and in the process our 

perception on the magazine is extended from something to read to something to 

access, a position articulated by media theorist Machiko Kusahara (2009b) who 

argues that the new use of digital technologies has established an environment our 

‘natural’ human body does not create, one to enhance and extend the human body at 

a perceptual as well as physical level. 
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Figure 3-12. The Barbarian Group, Augmenting Esquire, 2009. 

 

3.2.3  
Radio Frequency Identification Technology 

Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is a technology that, similar to AR and other 

sensor based systems, extends the boundary of a computational interface. RFID 

technology connects computational systems with their surroundings by means of 

embedding electronic tags into objects and physical environments; physical objects 

and environments become computationally sense-able. RFID technology bridges the 

gap between physical and virtual and opens the way to ‘leverage the natural, 

intuitive gestural manipulations of the world manipulations based on wealth of 

affordances and everyday skills married with a powerful computational and 

network information and functionality’ (Want et al. 1999, 377). In this process 

objects and environments are extensions of opened computational networks.   
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Figure 3-13. RFID Reader and Tag.  

 

An RFID system consists of two parts: a tag and; a tag decoder or reader. The tag 

contains a small integrated circuit for storing and processing information (a 

transponder) and an antenna for receiving and transmitting a signal (see figure 3-

11). The reader detects the tag and can decode the information contained on the 

integrated circuit. RFID tags are small enough to be embedded into most objects and 

are relatively inexpensive. RFID tags are detected in the approximate vicinity of a 

reader; precise alignment and registration is not necessary. Due to these factors, 

tags are widely adopted in the retail industry to manage and track products, for 

example by logistics operations at Wal-Mart (Bustillo 2010).   

 

The information stored on each tag is associated with a unique ID number, and this 

number is effectively employed to manage a list of items in a database by indexing 

the tag to an RFID database management system. Data such as dispatch day and 

geographical location, can be appended to the tag through an RFID reader/writer, 
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enabling the tracking of tagged items, typically common objects such as books, 

clothing, homeware, toys and food—‘everyday’ consumer goods. 

 

RFID technology is also used to access information conveniently and effectively in 

open-space environments, as demonstrated by eXspot: RFID-Enhanced Museum 

Exhibition (2005) by Sherry His and Holly Fait. The eXspot consists of a registration 

kiosk, a transceiver/radio package mounted on a museum exhibit, an RFID tag 

carried by visitors, and a personal webpage. Visitors can obtain their RFID tags at a 

kiosk at the museum's entrance, and this tag is registered with the visitor’s email 

address. During a visit to the museum, visitors can record their interaction with 

exhibits by touching the eXspot package with their tag. Visitors can later view this 

recorded information from a web page. These projects use RFID tags not only as a 

medium to access information, but also as a place to record the visitor’s history of 

accessing information during a visit to the public space. 

 

Beyond the basic tracking of objects and access to information, RFID can also be 

used to provide a range of interactive interfaces with media. For example, in Object-

Based Media (2009) by Timo Arnall, RFID technology triggers events, such as media 

playback, on an iPhone. An RFID reader attached to the iPhone detects a tag 

embedded inside a physical object such as a toy (See figure 3-14). Each tag retrieves 

digital media content assigned to the physical object and plays them on the iPhone. 

RFID technology here visually bridges the gap between physical objects and digital 

media.  
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Figure 3-14. Timo Arnall, Object-based Media, 2009. 

 

Through RFID technology our everyday objects and environments share a 

connection with networked computational systems. While in a commercial context 

RFID has been primarily used to track tagged objects through the “supply chain” 

(Roberti 2013), the connection of RFID to networked systems is an social-cultural 

phenomenon that parallels the concept of the Internet of Things, a term that refers 

to a ‘technical and cultural transition that is anticipated as society moves towards a 

ubiquitous form of computing in which every device is “on”, and in some way 

connected to the internet’ (Shingleton 2011). One of the implications of this 

phenomenon is that humans become more integrated into computational networks 

through everyday objects, regardless of whether the object is used. In the book The 

Hidden Dimension (1969) anthropologist Edward Twitchell Hall discusses the role 

of objects and devices, that is cultural artefacts, as extensions of the human body; 

these extensions range from simple tools, to cities as an extended skin (Hall 1969). 

It is in this sense that networking objects can be seen as connecting ourselves to 
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networked systems. The Internet of Things is therefore a mix of ‘physical and 

electronic space that enables communication and interaction between people and 

things, and things themselves’ (Shingleton 2011, 1). This mixed space is typical of 

UbiComp environments and provides ‘a conceptual framework for understanding 

how physical objects, once networked and imbued with informatics capabilities, will 

occupy space and occupy themselves’ (Bleecker 2006, 1). 

3.3  
Interaction 

I discussed in Chapter 3.2, how embedded technologies such as sensors, AR, and 

RFID extend the capacity for humans to interface with computational systems. 

Consequently, these developments affect the ways in which we perceive and interact 

with the physical world. Computational systems are no longer merely passive 

systems to be used; they often actively participate in the interaction process, and 

mediate our physical environment. As a result the concept of privacy, for instance, 

becomes ambiguous through how our personal data is exposed to the extended 

interfaces of computational systems. In the following sections I explore these 

transformations as they occur within the context of everyday life. 
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3.3.1  
Active and Passive  

As discussed in Chapter 3.2.1 computational systems can play an active role in the 

interaction process when they are designed to sense and monitor their 

surroundings. However, this active role often grants users a relatively passive 

interactive role. This phenomenon is increasingly prevalent in contemporary society 

as computational systems continue to be embedded into the infrastructures of 

everyday life. 

 

As stated, UbiComp systems are designed to provide the passive interactive role to 

end users, as the overarching technical systems are developed to maintain control of 

the interaction process (Haque 2008). Architect and Design researcher Usman 

Haque critiques this loss of personal control in his collaborative project 

‘Reconfigurable House’ (2006) with Adam Somlai-Fischer. Haque writes, ‘Smart 

homes actually aren't very smart simply because they are pre-wired according to 

algorithms and decisions made by designers of the systems, rather than the people 

who occupy the houses’ (2008). Haque’s position is echoed by media theorist Mark 

B. N. Hansen who argues that the ‘dependence of [computational systems] 

transforms human beings into mere consumers, passive recipients of prepackaged 

and standardized commodities and media fluxes who have no hope of becoming 

producer’ (Hansen 2010, 88). In this relationship users are considered (by 

institutions, organizations, and service providers) as passive consumers who are 

willing to adapt to and be led by a system.  
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Sociologist and philosopher Slavoj Žižek (1998) uses to the term “interpassivity” to 

describe this condition. Rather than interactive, according to Žižek (1998), these 

forms of media give the user a sense of interactivity, for the object is active instead 

of the subject. Žižek notes that, ’you think you are active, while your true position, 

[…], is passive’ (1998). Žižek (1999) demonstrates his argument by citing the 

Japanese electronic toy, Tamagochi. The Tamagochi is a virtual pet designed 

specifically to make participants take care of it. For Žižek, the ‘whole point of the 

game is that it always has the initiative, that the object controls the game and 

bombards us with demands’ (Žižek 1999, 107-108). Similar to the Tamogochi, 

smart objects, such as smart phones, often initiate and maintain the interaction 

process: such as push messaging, alarms, and software notifications. In a 

comparable way, Ubiquitous computing (UbiComp) also initiates the interaction 

process.  

 

Whilst the idea of interpassivity has merit, according to Philosopher Gijs van Oenen 

(2011, unpaginated) learning how to interpret and understand an active 

computational system becomes critical. In light of van Oenen’s observation it is 

important to consider how a computational system can be designed to reflect an 

active/passive state. The following artworks suggest possible design strategies. 

 

Artists Thomas voor ‘t Hekke and Bas van Oerle explore passive and active 

interaction in the project panoptICONS (2010).  According to the artists, 

surveillance cameras in urbans spaces have disappeared into our peripheral 

attention, as a result people forget about what they do in public, and do not notice 
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this constant breach of their privacy (Hekke and Oerle 2010). The artists explore 

this relationship with surveillance cameras in contemporary urban space by 

creating “reflective” objects—that is, a familiar object that forces us to contemplate 

it’s very meaning by making it’s appearance unfamiliar. In panoptICONS, these 

reflective objects are designed as birds with cameras instead of heads, described by 

the artist’s as “camera-birds”. For Hekke and Oerle, this redesign of the camera 

makes obvious the everyday breach of our privacy more personal and tangible 

(Hekke and Oerle 2010). 

 

 

Figure 3-15. Thomas voor ‘t Hekke and Bas van Oerle, panoptICONS, 2010. 

 

The prevalence of surveillance cameras in our urban environments is analogous to 

the prevalence of ubiquitous computational systems in the sense that people are 

continuously exposed to the interaction process with objects. Similarly, Hekke and 

Oerle’s notion of reflective objects suggests that the physical manifestation of the 

objects themselves requires re-considering if we want to make computational 
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systems assist our understanding of their role. By adding unfamiliarity to familiar 

objects, in panoptICONS the artists’ criticism of surveillance culture is indirectly 

expressed through the physical manifestation of the artwork. Such indirect 

expression of an artwork’s intention requires that the unfamiliar objects also 

provide clues that help the viewer unravel the artwork’s intention or meaning. I will 

discuss this type of artistic expression further in Chapter 4.3. With this in mind I 

focus on the physical manifestation of computational systems as an expressive 

method to visualize our transforming relationship in the works of my creative 

practice, as documented in Chapter 5.  

3.3.2  
Real and Mixed-Real 

As stated in 3.2.2, in Ubiquitous Computing virtual properties are superimposed on 

an object without changing the physical object, thereby influencing how we perceive 

or experience it. Computer scientists Milgram and Kishino (1994) argue that this 

mixture produces a ‘Reality-Virtuality (RV) continuum’ (Milgram and Kishino 1994, 

1); “Real” objects are seen directly or ‘sampled and then resynthesized via some 

display device’ at one end of the continuum, while “virtual” objects are simulated 

through ‘some sort of a description, or model, of the object’ at the other end 

(Milgram and Kishino 1994, 1). According to Milgram and Kishino, a ‘real image [is] 

any image which has some luminosity at the location at which it appears to be 

located . . .[whereas] a virtual image of an object [is] one which appears transparent, 
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that is, which does not occlude other objects located behind it’ (Milgram and Kishino 

1994, 2).  

 

Of interest here is ‘the real is defined as material fixed in place, whereas the virtual 

is defined as immaterial, outside of time, both distant and close’ (Galloway 2004, 

390). The materiality of mixed space can be said to coexist with additional 

immaterial objects. The effect of adding the virtual to the physical world enables 

these mixed spaces to extend ‘interactive spaces through computation’ (Galloway 

2004, 390). In these interactive spaces, we experience what our natural body, 

objects and environments cannot create, such as those described in the sections 

‘Magic Book’ and ‘Augmenting Esquire’ in Chapter 3.2.2. In these two examples, the 

physical objects are endowed with an interface to embedded computational 

systems, and mixing the physical and virtual world.  

 

Mixed space blends the context of interaction. Galloway observes, ‘just as the 

context [of our everyday life] shapes Ubicomp, so too ubiquitous computing shapes 

contexts of interaction’ (2004, 401). This mutual influence consequently forms a 

recursive loop. Media theorist Katherine N. Hayles (2010, 167) addresses how the 

intersections between culture and computation are broadened, arguing that: 

‘recursive [reciprocal] loops between culture and computation create a co-

evolutionary dynamics in which computational media and humans mutually modify, 

influence, and help to constitute one another’. However, as computational systems 

are rendered invisible in a Ubiquitous Computing environment paradoxically the 

same technologies are rendered ambiguous, providing little or no clues of embedded 
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technologies (Greenfield 2006), there are few signifiers 25  that enable active 

participation in mixed space.  

 

In Hayles’s model, participation relies on visibility, but the virtual properties of 

computational systems in mixed spaces exist in a temporal relationship with the 

physical world. This relationship is established through the gap between the 

manifestation of hardware and software. While the hardware of a computational 

system is embedded in an object or environment, the virtual properties are revealed 

and created only whilst the software is being executed (Maze and Redstrom 2005). 

Maze and Redstrom (2005) suggest that the design of the computational artefact 

should express a temporal form vis-à-vis a spatial form (the appearance of 

computational objects) in order to inform the presence of potential interaction with 

computational objects.  

 

Maze and Redstrom (2005) discuss the temporal and spatial form of computational 

objects in the project Interactive Pillows (2005) by Anders Ernevi, Johan Redström, 

Maria Redström and Linda Worbin. In Interactive Pillows, a familiar object becomes 

a means of long-distance communications. Drawing on natural interaction with a 

pillow in one location, dynamic textile patterns are generated in a pillow located 

elsewhere through the activation of electroluminescent wire woven into the pillow’s 

fabric. ‘Expanding the vocabulary for remote communications through tangible and 

aesthetic interaction, the pillows offer a new repertoire of expressive possibilities 

                                                             
25 Cognitive scientist Donald A. Norman defines a signifier as the signal in the physical or social 

world that can be interpreted meaningfully and give the clue for people way to understanding the 
product and service (2008, 18).  
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that consider emotional, social, and aesthetic values’ (Interactive Institute 2010). To 

mimic closeness, paired pillows sense the users motion such as touching, and 

hugging, then express this through the activation of a dynamic, glowing pattern of 

light on its partner pillow (see figure 3-14). For Maze and Redstrom (2005), ‘the 

meaning of this new role is communicative—the immateriality of light signals an 

extension of the use of the object across space, of sharing a similarly immaterial 

temporal dimension with another’  (13).  

 

 

Figure 3-16. Anders Ernevi, Johan Redström, Maria Redström and Linda Worbin, Interactive Pillows, 
2005. 

3.3.3  
Closed and Open 

Most applications developed for the Internet of Things merge identification and 

location technologies, such as stock control and product tracking. In these systems, 

an object’s ID is recorded into and retrieved from databases in order to document an 
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object’s “history” (Shingleton 2011). Science fiction author Bruce Sterling (2005) 

terms theses objects “Spimes”—objects that can be tracked through space and time, 

throughout their lifetime. Spimes are ‘material instantiations of an immaterial 

system, they’re virtual objects first and actual objects second’, which ‘begin and end 

as data’ (Sterling 2005, 11). What the Internet of Things implies is that with an 

electronic tag—such as an RFID Tag, objects are potential vehicles to ‘carry data 

about the world and the related persons around them’ (Speed 2011, 19).  

 

In addition to the Internet of Things, the ubiquity of smartphones and the 

pervasiveness of social media offer individuals ‘the ability to re-appropriate 

previously closed channels and tag physical objects with memories, stories and 

media content’ (Shingleton 2011). In this manner, the Internet of Things, 

smartphones and social media form the foundation for individuals to intentionally 

expose their personal data to the wider public through the objects that they have 

used. However, the potential for unintentional exposure of our personal information 

to a networked system is an inevitable consequence of living in a ubiquitous 

computing environment.  

 

This open exposure of stored data legitimately leads to concerns about privacy. 

Dourish and Bell note that with the advent of electronic information and mobile 

technologies, concerns about privacy, such as the misuse of personal data by 

government or commercial entities or personal tracking through GPS-equipped 

mobile phones have increased (Dourish and Bell 2011, 138). Yet the topic of privacy 

is complex and needs careful attention as ‘the very concept of privacy is embedded 
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in a specific series of cultural and legislative frames’ (Dourish and Bell 2011, 139). 

For instance, what is regarded as privacy in a Western culture may not be regarded 

as privacy in an Eastern culture.26 While a detailed exploration of the issues of 

privacy in UbiComp is beyond of the scope of this study, however it is important to 

note that UbiComp deployments will always, by their nature, engender privacy 

concerns (Weiser 1991, 9; Dourish and Bell 2011, 138). While the Internet of Things 

may expose us to networked systems, it does, however, produce ‘a hybrid of 

physical and electronic space that enables communication and interaction between 

people and things, and things themselves’ (Shingleton 2011, 1). Artist and 

technologist Julian Bleecker argues that this hybridity should be involved in ‘a 

conceptual framework for understanding how physical objects, once networked and 

imbued with informatics capabilities, will occupy space and occupy themselves’ 

(Bleecker 2006, 1).  

 

Whilst Weiser originally envisioned Ubiquitous Computing as a computational 

systems infrastructure woven into our everyday objects and environments, the 

reality is that our relationship with computational systems is complex, transforming 

as it were from; active to passive; physical space to mixed space and; closed to open. 

While the idea of mixed space needs to be involved in the conceptual framework for 

understanding UbiComp, the concepts of “passivity” and “interdependency” must 

also be included in any framework of the understanding of our relationship with 

UbiComp systems. Furthermore, due to the “disappearance” of computers in 

                                                             
26 According to Dourish and Bell, there is cultural difference how to regard the home as an open 

space or a privacy space. For instance, in Korea the home is intensely private whereas in India 
the home is regarded as an open space (Dourish and Bell 2011, 96).   
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UbiComp, careful attention to the physical manifestation of computational systems 

is necessary. 

3.4  
Relevance To My Art-Making Practice 

As outlined in this chapter, our relationships with computational systems are being 

transformed through embedded sensing and monitoring technologies. Human 

interaction with ubiquitous computing is becoming more commonplace and our 

relationships with these systems are both interdependent and ironically more 

passive. In contemporary digital culture media artists have responded to UbiComp 

through an examination of personal, social, and cultural issues, providing alternate 

viewpoints from which to reflect on and appreciate computational technologies as 

they relate to our lives. For media art curator and scholar Machiko Kusahara, artists 

are important intermediaries, who, through their works, indicate interesting and 

provocative ways in which humans and technology interact with and influence each 

other. As Kusahara states:  

 

[Digital artists] use [digital technology] because they see many possibilities 

in it, as well as problems. It is possible for artists to show what technology 

bring us, how interesting or amazing it can be when used creatively, how 

technology changes our life and society with possible problems. It is 

important that people become interested in technology and try to 

understand it, rather than being scared and using it only in passive mode, or 
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being used by it. Artists can provide them with a key to understanding 

technology. (Kusahara 2008)  

 

Such opportunities to appreciate and understand technology are the focus of this 

exegesis. Passivity, interdependency and exposure are the key thematic concepts of 

each of the experimental artworks produced as outcomes of the studio research 

incorporated into this study. The range of works discussed in this chapter illustrate 

that emphasizing the manifestation of technologies via their physical form presents 

the opportunity to draw our attention towards an embedded technology. Of 

particular relevance, therefore, to my practice is the genre of Device Art, which will 

be discussed in detail in the following chapter. 
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Chapter 4  
The Influence of Nam Jun Paik and Device Art  

The associated technologies of UbiComp, such as RFID, sensors, and Augmented 

Reality radically transform the ways that we interact with computational systems, 

and affect how society communicates, learns, and exchanges knowledge. Art 

historian and media scholar Sara M. Schlachetzki (2012, 9) notes that artists, 

scientists, curators, and theorists are perceived as actors in the ‘field of cultural 

production’27, and as actors, ‘they take their positions actually and rhetorically 

through works and words’ (2012, 9).  

 

Artists often respond to the implications of technology – particularly new 

technologies – by expressing the impact technology is having on society, culture, and 

indeed on the concept of art itself. Device Art is one genre of art making that 

responds distinctively to the technological transformations within society. Artists in 

                                                             
27 Schlachetzki discusses the role of an artist in regard to sociologist Pierre Bourdieu’s concept of 

‘The Field Of Cultural Production’ that Bourdieu set out in his book The Field of Cultural 
Production: Essays on Art and Literature, 1993. 
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the field continuously re-evaluate what art means in a society that is shaped by 

technological changes (Kusahara 2009a). By creatively using hardware technologies 

in the form of artworks, artists working in this area aim to provide opportunities for 

viewers to reflect on the cultural meaning and significance of everyday technologies.  

 

In this chapter, I provide an outline of Device Art as a field of enquiry. I then 

describe the conceptual link between Device Art and the discursive orientation that 

underwrites the conceptual framework of my art-making practice. 

4.1  
What is Device Art? 

Media art curator and researcher Machiko Kusahara situated the origins of Device 

Art28 in Japan’s contemporary media art scene (Kusahara 2009b). Characteristically, 

Device Artists integrate the newest commercially available technologies into their 

art-making process. In doing so these artists seek to question and examine the 

relationships between art, science, and technology from both a contemporary and 

historical perspective (Kusahara 2008). The aim of such an examination is to enable 

viewers and participants to enjoy and understand ‘what media technologies mean to 

us’ (Kusahara 2009b).  

 

                                                             
28 It is not clear who coined the term ‘Device Art’. Kusahara writes that the term “Device Art” 

describes certain characteristics of media art in Japan that relate to cultural and traditional 
attitudes toward technology. The Device Art group is headed by engineer and artist Hiroo Iwata; 
his collaborators include Hideyuki Ando, Masahiko Inami, Machiko Kusahara, Ryota Kuwakubo, 
Sachiko Kodama, Nobmichi Tosa, Kazuhiko Hachiya, Taro Maeda and Hiroaki Yano. 
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According to Kusahara (2009b) and media artist Hiroo Iwata (Iwata 2005), Device 

Art’s three main characteristics are:  

1. The device itself is the content—the device’s technical mechanisms 

represent the theme of the work.  

2. The artworks are often playful and can sometimes be commercialized, 

becoming devices or gadgets themselves for use in everyday life. 

3. The resulting artwork exhibits a playfulness that represents a positive 

attitude towards technology. This attitude is rooted in the traditional 

Japanese appreciation of tools and materials.  

 

 

1. Device as Content 

Generally speaking, a device is an instrument that serves to accomplish a certain 

task or result. In art, the consideration of a device’s role is typically confined to an 

artwork’s production. For instance, the viewer may not always consider the brushes 

that were used to apply media to a painting as having much to do with the content of 

the work itself, even though these brushes were essential to the creation of the 

work. This is because the paintbrush is simply considered as a “tool” involved in the 

execution of the artwork.29 However, Kusahara (2006) argues that ‘this role of a 

device as mere instrument no longer remains as true in some cases of art forms, 

such as interactive installations’. In interactive installations, the artist’s chosen 

technologies have a significant impact on the installation’s theme, concept, and 

                                                             
29 The Oxford English Dictionary defines a tool as ‘a device or implement, especially one held in 

the hand, used to carry out a particular function’.  In Oxford Dictionary: 
http://oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/tool?q=tool  
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experience. Instead of serving as a means of producing representation, the focus of 

Device Art is on the creative re-configuration of hardware that emphasizes the 

physical form of technologies. Accordingly, Kusahara states that: 

 

Works of Device Art involve hardware specially designed to realize a 

particular concept. The functional and visual design of such hardware, or 

device, is an essential part of the artwork. Material and technology are 

explored and used in an original and innovative manner. The material 

chosen is important for users to keep in touch with the real world. 

Sometimes participant-users are invited to discover an unexpected nature of 

particular material, which has become visible through the artist’s idea with 

the help of [digital] technology. (Kusahara 2007, 288-289) 

 

In other words, the device itself is the content. As Kushahara observes, in Device Art:  

technology is not hidden, its function is visible and easy to understand, while it still 

brings about a sense of wonder (Kusahara 2006). Elaborating on this point further, 

art historian and media scholar Barbara Maria Stafford describes how devices can 

provoke wonder. For Stafford, “wondrous” devices represent a wide range of 

human-made objects that generate a sense of amazement, such as telescopes and 

microscopes, and even cabinets for the display of natural objects such as butterfly 

collections (Stafford 2001). Stafford’s notion of wonder is also expressed in Device 

Art in Japan (Kusahara 2007). For Device Artists, the physical form of an artwork 

can and often does manifest the “wonder” of media technologies.  
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Figure 4-1. Hiroo Iwata, Robot tiles, 2009.  

 

Hiroo Iwata’s project Robot Tiles (2009) clearly illustrates the hardware-orientated 

characteristic of Device Art. Robot Tiles consists of four robots designed to look like 

floor tiles. Each robot is covered with an electrically conductive textile that senses a 

user’s physical interaction—users can stand on or walk across the tiles. Ceiling-

mounted infrared sensors are used to track the user’s location to determine the 

direction that the user is facing. This sensor-enabled perception of position and 

direction of movement allows the robotic floor tiles to move and re-position 

themselves in relation to the user, according to a computationally predicted 

movement pattern (See Figure 4-1). The robots thus provides users with potential 

places to move. The tiles are both the devices and content of Iwata’s artwork.  

 

The idea of “device-as-content” that underwrites the field of Device Art, has a 

“prehistory”, according to media archaeologist and curator Erkki Huhtamo (2009). 

Huhtamo observes that this kind of art practice developed out of the drastic changes 
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in the concept of art itself during the 20th Century. Huhtamo notes that the avant-

garde movements of the early 20th century established new ways to understand art 

by questioning the traditional concept of art (2009). According to Huhtamo, a new 

kind of human-machine relationship was developed, which manifested itself on 

three levels:   

 

First, artists began considering the machine worth representing as an 

emblem of contemporary technological society… Second, avant-gardists like 

Filippo Tomaso Marinetti, the leader of the Futurists, claimed that machines 

should be used [original emphasis] to make art. The third and the most 

radical position was that machines themselves could become works of art. 

(Huhtamo 2009)  

 

In light of Huhtamo’s proposition, I argue Huhtamo’s third position, that machines 

themselves can becomes works of art, is analogous to the concept of “device-as-

content”. Whist there is not adequate scope to develop this argument in fuller detail 

here, I contend that Nam Jun Paik’s media artworks are prescient forerunners to the 

work developed in the field of Device Art. For example, in Participation TV (1963-6) 

and Random Access (1963), Paik re-configured two devices—a television and a tape 

participant respectively—to provide viewers with experiences that encouraged 

reflection on the potential effects of technology. In Participation TV (See Figure 4-2) 

Paik connected a microphone to a television through a foot-operated switch. By 

speaking into the microphone, viewers could witness the transformation of their 

own voice into image, as their voice became a complex visual pattern generated in 
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real-time on the TV’s screen (Dumett 2011). In Random Access (See Figure 4-3), 

Paik attached more than fifty strips of audiotape to a wall. A playback head taken out 

of a reel-to-reel tape deck was wired to a pair of speakers, and viewers were 

encouraged to play the segments by running the playback head along the strips of 

tape (Paul 2008). In these examples, it is only through user interaction that the 

artworks are fully realised.   

 

 

 

Figure 4-2. Nam Jun Paik, Participant TV, 1963, 1998 reinstalled. 

 

 

Figure 4-3. Nam Jun Paik, Random Access, 1963. 
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Device Art can also include artworks that do not involve direct user interaction. In 

Paik’s TV Buddha (1974) and TV Cello (1971), viewers are invited to reflect on their 

relationship with technology through each artwork’s unexpected reconfiguration of 

a familiar device (See Figure 4-4 and Figure 4-5). As Device Art aims to question 

‘what media technologies mean to us’ (Kusahara 2009b), Paik’s approach to 

manipulating devices—making the familiar, unfamiliar—in TV Buddha and TV Cello 

suggests a parallel approach to the Device Art characteristic of “device-as-content”. 

Moreover, and the interactive status of Paik’s art notwithstanding, as the devices 

constituting the artwork are the content, Paik’s oeuvre prefigures the formalisation 

of Device Art as a specific new media arts domain. 

 

 

Figure 4-4. Nam Jun Paik, TV Buddha, 1974. 
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Figure 4-5. Nam Jun Paik, TV cello, 1971 

2.Playful and Commercial 

In Device Art, a sense of play and entertainment is often used in the expression of an 

artwork. Kusahara argues that playfulness makes it possible for ‘the artworks [to] 

reach a broad audience by being mass-produced and commercially distributed’ 

(Kusahara 2009b). Artist Toshio Iwai’s electronic musical instrument Tenori-On 

(2005), created in collaboration with and commercially distributed by Yamaha, is 

not confined to galleries, museums, or the artist’s own performances. It is also a 

consumer product. Tenori-On consists of a sixteen by sixteen grid of LED switches 

(Figure 4-6). The instrument enables users to instantly create sound and images 

without a difficult learning curve; the user can play music with Tenori-On by 

activating the LEDs. The see-through device ensures both user and any potential 

audience can see the light patterns produced by the LEDs.  Kusahara (2007) writes 

that the critical aspect of Tenori-On is that it allows users to discover a ‘new mode of 

creativity’, ‘unexpected channels of communication’, and ‘an alternative viewpoint in 

understanding media’ (295). 
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Figure 4-6. Toshino Iwai,  Tenori-On, 2005. 

 

3. Device Art and Japanese Tradition  

Certain qualities of Device Art are rooted in the Japanese tradition of appreciating 

tools and materials. Historically, tools in Japan were not considered as merely the 

means to an end. The process and the manner of using a tool was as important as the 

result itself (Kusahara 2007). This characteristic is illustrated in the tradition of the 

tea ceremony. To attend a tea ceremony in Japan is to experience the act of drinking 

a cup of green tea as a performative process—from the atmosphere of the setting to 

the quality of the tea itself. In the tea ceremony, a playful attitude is regarded 

favourably, and the tools used, such as the tea set and the furniture, are appreciated 

not only for their function but also for their design and materiality. In addition, the 

tools reflect the taste and personality of the host (Kusahara 2007). This tradition of 

appreciating tools continues today in the commodities and gadgets common to 

contemporary Japanese society. For example, this overt appreciation for 

commodities and gadgets is explicitly expressed in the decorative straps created by 
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Takashi Murakami that adorn mobile phones and in USB memory sticks which look 

like sushi (see Figure 4-7).   

   

 

Figure 4-7. Contemporary Japanese art Takashi Murakami’s straps (left) for a mobile phone in 
corroboration with ‘Louis Vuitton’ (2009) and Sushi USB (right). 

 

Japan’s positive attitude to modern technology derives from the period spanning the 

17th to mid-19th century (Kusahara 2009a). During this period, Japan’s borders were 

closed to the world, except for a limited amount of trade with China and Holland. 

The central government strictly controlled and limited the use of new technology to 

industrial purposes alone, in order to prevent feudal lords from acquiring individual 

power. Under such strict technological control, the limited technologies that were 

made available were mainly used for entertainment and art purposes (Kusahara 

2007). For instance, mechanical clock technology was adapted to create various 

entertaining automata (See Figure 4-8).30 Kusahara argues that this association of 

technology with entertainment contributed to the formation of Japan’s positive 

                                                             
30 For example the “tea-carrying boy” was a popular automation during the period. The automata 

starts moving when a teacup is placed on in its hands. It is designed to stop in front of the guest 
and waits until the empty teacup is placed back in its hands after which the automata returns to 
the host (cf. Bourdieu 1993).    
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attitude toward modern technology (2009a). Korean culture shares a similar 

attitude toward modern technology, and this positivity is reflected in the aesthetics 

and approach of my art works.  

 

 

Figure 4-8. Tea Carrying Boy.  
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4.2  
Discussion on Device Art 

4.2.1  
Related Works 

In Device Art the role of technology converges as a tool, medium, and theme in the 

art-making process (See Figure 4-9). Through this convergence, the resulting 

artworks are themselves presented as “devices”. As the “device” is also the content 

in Device Art, Device Art can be understood as the aestheticizing of the forms that 

technology takes. 

 

 

Figure 4-9. Diagram of interactive art making. 

 

In Sachiko Kodama and Minako Takeno’s Protrude, Flow (2001), the artists use 

magnetic fluid, responsive sound, and projected video in an interactive installation. 

Three-dimensional patterns of magnetic fluid are formed and transformed in real-

time, based on the ambient sounds—primarily the voices of the viewers—present in 
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the exhibition space (See Figure 4-10). The flowing movement and dynamic 

transformations of the fluid are simultaneously captured as video, and projected 

onto a wide screen displayed within the exhibition space (See Figure 4-11). In this 

project, the artists explore an alternative use of magnetic technology in an original 

and innovative manner:    

 

The responsive behavior of a magnetic fluid to an applied magnetic field, 

producing interesting shapes with many protrusions, is widely known, 

however there have been few studies that apply magnetic fluid as a 

display…. [We] developed a novel display using magnetic fluid based on a 

rather simple mechanism. We expect that this will serve as an entertaining 

visual display in the future. We hope to re-examine the display design, and 

explore other methods of sound interaction. (Kodama and Takeno 2001) 

 

Protrude, Flow serves as a demonstration of artistic intent in the repurposing of 

technology. The functional and visual design of the installation’s hardware is 

essential to the artwork. The device itself reveals a potential possibility of magnetic 

technology, while the magnetic fluid is suggestive of a communication medium.  
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Figure 4-10. Sachiko Kodama and Minako Taken, Protrude, Flow, 2001, Magnetic fluid close up. 

 

 

Figure 4-11. Sachiko Kodama and Minako Taken, Protrude, Flow , 2001, Overall Installation scene. 
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Such explicit use of technology as both tool and medium is demonstrated in 

Nobumichi Tosa’s31 Seamoons (2004). Seamoons is a computer controlled musical 

instrument (See Figure 4-12). The instrument’s continually pumping bellows blows 

air into an artificial vocal chord made of rubber, the tension of which is computer 

controlled. The physical mechanism generates sounds from this input. This process 

of creating the analog sound from the digital input is clearly visible to viewers. As 

Tosa performs with the instrument he explains to the audience how the system 

works. For Tosa, the visibility and transparency of the device’s technology is an 

important characteristic of the artwork. 

 

 

 

Figure 4-12. Nobumichi Tosa, Seamoons, 2004. 

                                                             
31 In 1993, Nobumichi Tosa established “Maywa Denki” with his elder brother Masamichi Tosa. 

Maywa Denki is an experimental art group, and the group’s promotional strategies include: 
exhibition, live stage performances, music production, video, writing, toy merchandise, 
stationery, and electric devices.  
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The technology used in Protrude, Flow and Seamoons is not regarded as something 

to be hidden behind an artistic concept, rather it is brought to the fore in each work, 

making the technological potentiality visible to the audience and participants 

(Kusahara 2006).   

4.2.2  
Interactive Experience in Device Art 

As stated above, artists working within the field of Device Art tend to make the 

interactive experience of an artwork playful and entertaining. For Kusahara, this 

approach is ‘often misunderstood as an equivalent to lack (sic) of seriousness or 

criticism, especially from the Western art history point of view, which has a strong 

tradition in appreciating “serious” art.’ (Kusahara 2009a), because while such 

playfulness can be understood as being deeply embedded in Japanese culture, the 

artwork’s critical stance does not necessitate being serious towards technology 

(Kusahara 2009b).  

 

In Japan playfulness is often accompanied by another idiom of Japanese culture 

called Mitate which is ‘a method to present and read hidden meanings behind what 

is shown or written’ (Kusahara 2009b). In Mitate metaphors, associations and 

double meanings are used in a playful manner. According to Kusahara, Mitate 

allows: 
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an artist to set a multitude of layers in his/her work, the top layer may be 

playful and entertaining, but a serious theme may be read behind the 

playfulness. Mitate itself is an intellectual play between the artist, the 

artwork, and the viewers. Like unexpected objects used in tea ceremony, 

Mitate provides fun of discoveries and imagination to participants. 

(Kusahara 2009a)  

 

With the concept of Mitate in mind, the interactive experience normally associated 

with Device Art can be viewed as an exploration of meaning through the play 

between the artist, the artwork, and the viewer. The gap between meaning and 

representation creates fun—as long as there are adequate clues to the artwork’s 

meaning. In addition, Kusahara (2009a) notes that play provides additional room, or 

tolerances, in the relationships between the members of the interaction process. For 

Kusahara: 

 

[Play] is an extra space for our mind that may not directly contribute to 

productive activities but is needed for people to live better, and maintain the 

society. (Kusahara 2009a) 

 

Ryota Kuwakubo’s Nicodama (2009) is an example of Mitate in art. Nicodama is an 

eyeball-like device equipped with an infrared transceiver and a magnetic 

mechanism that enables the Nicodama to be attached to almost any object (See 

Figure 4-13). Although Nicodama are attached to individual objects, they can be 

electronically paired. When paired they communicate with each other by blinking 
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together at random intervals. By attaching Nicodama to an object, the inanimate 

object is turned into an animate figure that appears to have personality (See Figure 

4-14). Kuwakubo explores people’s relationship with their environment by 

conceptualizing Nicodama as attractors, Kuwakubo explains: 

  

The idea of this project is to draw attention to our surroundings by 

empathizing with ordinary objects around us. Ideally Nicodama should be 

applied to objects with personal contexts such as one’s own belongings or 

familiar objects in one’s room or neighborhood. The idea is derived from 

Japanese traditional thinking. People felt each of the objects around them 

had a spirit, and treated them with respect and care. Today we share a more 

objective and scientific approach in seeing things. While there is no doubt 

that it is important to maintain this attitude, the capacity for empathy is 

equally important. These two attitudes complement each other. I believe my 

project will help in an understanding of this. (Kuwakubo 2009) 

 

Kuwakubo’s artistic approach makes the familiar unfamiliar in a playful manner. In 

doing so Nicodama offers viewers an opportunity to reflect on the everyday 

environment—an environment that is often paid little attention. In this sense, Mitate 

can be used to form a sense of strangeness or wonder in art. This idea of playfulness 

and Mitate in Device Art suggests an effective strategy for provoking viewers to 

reflect on technology, which is a central concern of my own art-making practice. 
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Figure 4-13. Ryota Kuwakubo, Nicodama, 2009. 

 

 

Figure 4-14. Ryota Kuwakubo, Nicodama, 2009. 
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4.3  
Relevance To My Art-Making Practice 

Device Art aims to ‘push the boundaries of art into society, visualising what 

technologies mean to us in a playful yet serious manner’ (Kusahara 2010, 4). In this 

sense, Device Art can be seen as the act of creating experimental objects that enable 

us to explore our relationship with technology. Whilst technology is closely 

intertwined with many aspects of our lives, we often fail to recognize or question 

technology’s effects and influences. Informed by the conceptual framework of 

Device Art, I explore the physical form and its relationships to Mitate in a series of 

experimental artworks in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 5  
My Creative Projects 
(“Making the familiar, unfamiliar”) 

UbiComp, including the related technologies of Sensors, Augmented Reality, and 

RFID affect the ways we interact with computational systems. As discussed, our role 

in the interactive process with computational systems is shifting from one premised 

upon the active intervention of a user to that of a more passive participant. The 

pervasive existence of computational systems in everyday life, together with the 

disappearance of digital technologies hinders our ability to perceive the digital 

spaces that are coterminous to the physical world. Moreover, as we are now often 

connected to computational systems with or without our explicit permission, our 

personal data is continually at risk of exposure. As discussed most directly in 

Chapter 3, our intermingled relationship within UbiComp environments continues 

to radically transform how we understand the presence of digital technology.  
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This Chapter documents the influence of such changes through a studio 

investigation resulting in the creation of three media artworks. These works 

respond to our transforming relationship with computational systems in UbiComp 

by emphasising the apparent increased passivity, interdependency, and openness of 

interaction involved. The creative exploration of these “by-products” of the 

interaction process is supported and enabled by the particular creative technologies 

surveyed in this thesis, namely sensor-based systems, augmented reality, and RFID 

systems. The first work discussed, Alius, explores active engagement rather than 

passive involvement in the interactive process. The second work, noemaflux, 

explores the physical means to reveal the interdependent nature between the 

human and the computational system by blending the physical and virtual worlds. 

The third work, the MODO 1 and 2, connects the physical manifestation of RFID 

technology with a playful interactive experience, in order to reflect on the potential 

for the unintentional exposure of our personal information data to a networked 

system. 

 

The documentation of each project is arranged in a consistent manner and made up 

of four sections—Overview, Creative Context, Project Development, and Discussion. 

In each Overview, I outline the theme and concept of the particular artwork. In 

Creative Context I address the conceptual background that informs the project’s 

creative strategies, and also reflect on artworks that explore similar themes. Next, I 

document and detail the project’s creative development before concluding with a 

critical discussion that raises key observations linking the studio research to the 

research objectives of the larger project.  
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5.1  
ALIUS  

 

 

Figure 5-1. Indae Hwang, Joel Collins, and Yun Tae Nam, Alius, 2009 
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5.1.1  
Overview 

Alius (2009) by Indae Hwang, Joel Collins, and Yun Tae Nam, was created for an 

exhibition titled Design After Nature 32 curated by Jon McCormack and Troy 

Innocent. The work was developed in response to the overarching theme of the 

exhibition which explored ‘the ecosystem as a generative mechanism, as systems art 

and as metaphor in the context of electronic media and artificial life practice, theory 

and culture’ (McComack 2009, 3). Alius was installed in the Design After Nature 

exhibition at Guildford Lane Gallery in 2009, and the Frankston Arts Centre in 2010 

(see Figure 5-1)—in this section I concentrate on Alius’s installation at the Guildford 

Land Gallery.  

 

My role in the creation of the installation included overall art direction, 

programming of the generative system, and designing the visual aesthetics of the 

artificial creatures. Collins and Nam consulted on the design of the work: Collins’ 

main role was to develop the sound system that analysed and extracted values for 

the generative system, while Nam’s main role was to assist with the construction of 

the installation. Notwithstanding the valuable collaborative contributions of Collins 

and Nam, the overall conceptual development and realization of Alius were closely 

mapped to my research interests.  

                                                             
32 This exhibition ran from 3–20 December, 2009, at the Guildford Lane Gallery, Melbourne, and 

from 23 February – 14 March, 2010, at the Frankston Arts Centre, Frankston. Artist involved: 
Oliver Bown, Joel Collins, Alan Dorin, Alice Eldridge, Mark Guglielmetti, Indae Hwang, Troy 
Innocent, Taras Kowaliw, Jon McCormack, Gordon Monro, Yun Tae Nam, Ben Porter, and 
Mitchell Whitelaw. 
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Alius is an interactive installation influenced by the acoustic activity of the 

exhibition space. Designed as a computationally determined generative system, 

governed by algorithms rather than predetermined scripts, the artwork’s visual 

content is created in real-time. This content is conceptualised as an artificial 

ecosystem, in which the life cycle of an artificial creature is dependent on the 

amount of energy gained through their interactions with both the virtual and local 

environment. The population of artificial creatures evolves across four successive 

stages, leading from an abstract bacteria-like phase to more highly developed koi-

like33 figures.  

 

The main feature of Alius, at least for this exegesis, is the design of the interaction 

system. Alius uses sensors as the interface to connect changes in the physical world 

(the acoustic activity taking place in the local environment of the gallery) and 

changes in the virtual world (the artificial ecosystem). The participation of gallery 

visitors provides the generative system with an additional and external source of 

influence that has the potential to directly influence and affect the progression of the 

creature’s evolution. The system’s ability to detect both the ambient sound of 

audience movement in the gallery and direct sounds produced by viewers (such as 

clapping) within the exhibition space establishes a direct connection between the 

artwork and its human interactors (see Figure 5-2). In doing so, Alius aims to 

provide visitors with an opportunity to reflect on our interdependent relationship 

with computational systems in a UbiComp context. Through the interactive space of 

                                                             
33 Koi is a type of domesticated carp. 
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the installation, visitors influence the digital world, whilst the digital world in turn 

influences the visitor’s experience of the gallery space. Additionally, through the 

physical configuration of the interactive installation, Alius experiments with how 

visitors might be informed of the presence of a computational system, consequently 

raising a heightened sense of “technology-being-with-us”. Alius explores the 

relationship between the signifier of an embedded computational system and our 

understanding of computationally mediated objects and environments.      

 

 

Figure 5-2. The Interaction diagram of Alius. 

5.1.2  
Creative Context 

In a UbiComp context, computational systems actively participate in the interaction 

process with human users. One significant consequence of such participation is that 
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the role of spectatorship between humans and computational systems often 

becomes reversed; computational systems now monitor humans.  

 

Such a reversal in spectatorship is reflected in the artist Golan Levin’s collaborative 

artworks Opto-lsolator (2007) with Greg Baltus, and Double-Taker (Snout) (2008) 

with Lawrence Hayhurst, Steven Benders and Fannie White. Both projects 

investigate the reversal of spectatorship through the exaggeration of the physical 

form of a machine. In Opto-Isolator (see Figure 5-3), visitors encounter a solitary 

mechatronic-blinking eye, which responds to the sight of visitors with a variety of 

eye-contact movements that are at once familiar and unnerving. Studying the 

viewer’s face, Opto-Isolator either looks directly at the viewer, looks away coyly if it 

is stared at for too long, or blinks precisely one second after the viewer blinks. 

 

 

Figure 5-3. Golan Levin with Greg Baltus, Opto-lsolator , 2007. 
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Figure 5-4. Golan Levin with Lawrence Hayhurst, Steven Benders and Fannie White, Double-Taker 
(Snout), 2008. 

 

The metaphor of the ‘eye’ is applied similarly in Double-Taker (Snout).  Double-

Taker (Snout) is a two-and-half-meter long industrial robot arm covered with an 

elephant trunk-like tube, and a “googly-eye” is attached to the trunk’s end. The trunk 

responds in unexpected ways to the presence and movements of visitors in its 

vicinity (see Figure 5-4). Double-Taker (Snout) is installed on a low roof above a 

museum entrance, and is controlled by a real-time machine vision algorithm. 

Double-Taker (Snout) orients its eye towards passers-by, tracking their bodies and 

triggering an explicit awareness of their activities. Levin writes that the goal of the 

trunk’s movement is ‘to perform convincing “double-takes" at its visitors, in which 

the sculpture appears to be continually surprised by the presence of its own 

viewers’ (Levin 2008).  
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Levin’s artworks illustrate artist and theorist Mitchell Whitelaw’s (2004) 

observations that the manifestation of specific types of computational works—

namely robotics—embodies a ‘sense of “being with us”’ (103). According to 

Whitelaw these works have ‘an active, responsive, autonomous presence’ (2004, 

104). Whilst Whitelaw attributes a sense of “being with us” to robotics specifically 

this observation suggests to me that the manifestation of presence in a media 

artwork should be approached as a primary consideration when designing its 

interactive system. This warrants added attention to how the form-making of 

objects or constructed environments shapes and influences the audience’s 

interactive experience. 

 

 

Figure 5-5. David Rokeby, The Giver of names, 1990- in progress. 

 

If Levin’s projects express the sense of “technology-being-with-us” merely through 

the physical objects form, artist David Rokeby’s ‘The Giver of Names’ (1991), shows 
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that this sense can also be expressed through the revelation of the connection 

between objects and virtual data (see Figure 5-5). The Giver of Names is a computer 

system that suggests names for objects by describing them. The installation consists 

of a pedestal, a video camera, video projection, and a computer system. Users can 

choose any object displayed around the pedestal, or provide their own objects. 

When an object is placed on the pedestal, the computer captures an image of the 

object with the video camera and then executes an image processing routine. This 

routine is projected above the pedestal as it runs. Christiane Paul claims that 

Rokeby’s project ‘ultimately is a reflection on how machines think’ (2008, 150). 

However, I regard Rokeby’s project as the explicit exposure of the hidden 

relationship between objects and computational technologies.   

 

While the physical nature of the objects in Rokeby’s work do not change, by giving 

the computational system a means of external perception, Rokeby’s work 

transforms the system’s surroundings into an interface. The implication of this 

transformation in a UbiComp context is that the revelation of this affordance is 

dependent on the ability of a system to visualize the associated digital content. By 

externally showing the “inner” process of computation on a screen, in this case the 

image processing routine, The Giver of Names reveals the existence of the dual 

physical/digital state of everyday objects. 

 

The inner processes of computation as used and visualized in The Giver of Names 

can also be used and projected directly onto an associated object. Projecting digital 

content that overlays onto and aligns with physical surfaces (projection mapping) is 
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one approach to expressing the presence of computational technologies in media 

art. Video artist Pablo Valbuena demonstrates this transformational aspect of video 

projection mapping in his project Augmented Sculpture Series (2007) (Figure 5-6). 

Valbuena uses physical spaces and abstract shapes as a volumetric base for the 

projection of images. By overlaying the physical world with a digital world, 

Valbuena’s Augmented Sculpture Series provides viewers with an immediate 

experience of the emergence of a mixed reality that comes from the mediation of 

physical objects, and vice-versa. Valbuena’s project suggests to me that projection-

mapping techniques can be effectively employed to reveal the dual nature of 

everyday objects in UbiComp.  

 

 

Figure 5-6. Pablo Valbuena, Augmented Sculpture Series, 2007. 

 

In addition to project-mapping techniques, the physical objects of the Augmented 

Sculpture Series play an equally important role in creating the work’s mixed reality. 
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The physical objects break from the constraints of the flat screen, becoming 

volumetric containers for digital content. Valbuena’s objects imbue two-dimensional 

imagery with an illusory three-dimensional presence. Art critic John Berger (1972) 

states that ‘every image embodies a way of seeing’ (2). That is, the expressive 

technique or style of an artwork reflects an artist’s own interpretation of the world 

in which she or he lives. By drawing on projection-mapping techniques I express my 

understanding of the dual state of everyday objects and environments vis-à-vis the 

interface to manifest the illusion of presence. 

 

An iconic manifestation of computational presence is found in Stanley Kubrick’s 

2001: A Space Odyssey (1968), where the depiction of HAL 9000, a computer 

without physical form is represented as a red camera lens embedded in panels 

throughout the spaceship. The artistic approaches outlined above, much like HAL, 

are distinct experiences of the presence of technology. These illusory encounters of 

presence suggest that the creative direction of the Alius installation focus on the 

configuration of the physical form of the work, in order to manifest the presence of 

the computational system. 
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5.1.3  
Project Development 

 

Interaction 

Alius integrates two types of interaction: the first type is autonomously run by the 

computational system alone and forms an artificial ecosystem that enables each 

artificial creature to live, die, and interact with other creatures. In this system each 

artificial creature competes for the system’s “energy sources” in order to produce 

offspring. The artificial creatures in Alius grow gradually from invisible bacteria, to 

the shape of a paramecium, then the shape of a planarian, and finally into the shape 

of a koi fish (see Figure 5-7, 5-8, and 5-9). The actual shape of each creature is 

influenced by an array of ten random numbers, each determined by the system. This 

array performs as DNA, and affects the shape, life span, and initial speed of each 

artificial creature and in addition, is passed down to any offspring that the creature 

produces.  

 

The visitor is restricted to the role of an observer of this evolving process—up until 

they move into the range of the system’s sensors (see Figure 5-2). At this point, the 

second mode of interaction is activated, shifting the visitor from being an impartial 

observer into a direct and active participant in the interaction process. Specifically, 

the interplay between participant and computational system is enacted through the 

system’s response to the level of sound generated by participants. In Alius, sensors 

attached to the computational system captures the sounds made by visitors. The 

system then translates this sound input into “energy resources” for use within the 
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artificial ecosystem. As a result, the life of the artificial creatures in the eco-system 

depends on the degree to which participants engage with Alius. This direct method 

of interaction establishes the gallery as a social context, becoming a “playground” 

that allows for multiple participants to engage with the artwork simultaneously. In 

this way, the computational system plays the role of facilitator, encouraging 

participants to engage with one another.  
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Figure 5-7. The shape of paramecium, Alius, 2009. 
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Figure 5-8. The shape of planarian, Alius, 2009. 
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Figure 5-9. The shape of koi fish, Alius, 2009. 
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Figure 5-10. Four stages of the scene in Alius: bacteria stage and paramecium. 
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Figure 5-11. Four stages of the scene in Alius: planarian and Koi fish stage 
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Installation  

A paper sculpture is used as a screen on which to project this ecosystem. The paper 

sculpture is folded from a single strip of paper to become an irregular three-

dimensional volume (see Figures 5-10 to 5-11). The multi-facetted surface of the 

paper sculpture provides numerous faces to project and map visual content onto. 

This paper sculpture plays a dual role in Alius: as projection screen and as a physical 

signifier of the computational system’s presence. 
 
 

 

Figure 5-12. Isamu Noguchi, Red Cube Sculpture, 1967. 

 

My intention for the physical design of the installation was to provide a visual 

signifier to the computational system itself. Inspiration for the installation design 

was drawn from Isamu Noguchi’s Red Cube Sculpture (1967) (see Figure 5-12). Red 

Cube Sculpture informs passerby’s of its existence through sheer contrast with the 
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surrounding environment; the red colour of the sculpture stands out in contrast to 

the grey tones of the modern city, and the diagonal angle achieved by precariously 

balancing the cubic form on one tip does enough to set it in contrast to the regularity 

of the grid-system that dominates the facades of modern architecture. Noguchi 

states: 

 

The essence of sculpture is for me the perception of space, the continuum of 

our existence. All dimensions are but measures of it, as in the relative 

perspective of our vision lay volume, line, point, giving shape, distance, and 

proportion. Movement, light, and time itself are also qualities of space. Space 

is otherwise inconceivable. (Noguchi, Apostolos-Cappadona, and Altshuler 

1994, 24) 

 

 

Figure 5-13. Installation overview, Alius, 2009. 
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For Noguchi, sculpture gives us a sense of space in our everyday life, as the 

sculpture’s physical form prompts the perception of our own existence in relation to 

space. With this in mind, I investigated the formal possibilities of the projection 

surface as an abstract shape, and the idea of projecting the ecosystem’s world onto a 

floating paper surface arose (see Figure 5-13). The concept of floating represents a 

balance between the digital and physical domain, as floating is the result of a 

harmony between a force and the weight of a mass. The paper material, as a surface, 

belongs to the physical world while the visual content on the surface belongs to the 

digital domain, establishing Alius as equal parts virtual and physical. Furthermore, 

the floating paper sculpture of Alius reconfigures the familiar flat rectangular 

surface as screen as something unfamiliar. By drawing the viewer’s attention to the 

unusual hybrid-form that results, Alius provokes a sense of curiosity and wonder.  

 

The idea of a floating paper screen and its projected ecosystem introduces cultural 

associations associated with my aesthetic, including allusions to origami and the 

traditional movable walls of Korean culture, Byung-Poong (병풍)(see Figure 5-14). 

Origami is the Japanese traditional art of paper folding, and is a method of physical 

form making that transforms flat paper into sculptural form. Folded paper creates 

the sculptural form of Byung-Poong, and this form is similar to an accordion wall 

(see Figure 5-15. However, instead of being placed in a fixed location, Byung-Poong 

are flexible, and are installed in various places as they are free-standing in space, as 

opposed to the suspended installation of the accordion wall. By placing Byung-

Poong to divide space, it is understood that the space defined by the front side of the 
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wall is a temporary focal point, akin to a stage. Whilst the floating paper sculpture of 

Alius is suspended from the ceiling of the gallery, it temporarily separates space in a 

similar way to Byung-Poong: defining a separation between the foreground and 

background, and the focal point of the separated space. Furthermore, the structure 

and materiality of the floating paper sculpture represent the ephemeral quality of 

digital media and the interaction that occurs between computational systems and 

people.       

 

 

Figure 5-14. 8 sides  Byung-Poong with the Painting by One-Sam Sin, 2011. 

 

 

Figure 5-15. An example of accordion Partition Walls. 
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5.1.4  
Discussion 

The simple use of a sensor as an input method converts an environment 

immediately into an interactive space. However in doing so there is the real 

possibility that participants are rendered overly passive within such a space. Alius 

attempts to capture and shift this passivity back to the computational system by 

providing visitors with an interactive experience in which the computational system 

senses and responds to the visitor. In spatial experience, the physical environment 

influences our psychological and sociological interpretations of the space, and 

importantly, spatial clues to how we can behave within a space play a significant 

role in shaping the way we are to experience the space. In such a constructed 

environment, the major factor in influencing a person’s behavior is the ability of an 

architectural environment to inform people of their actions (Fox and Kemp 2009). 

In this sense, the visual content (the artificial eco system) in Alius reflects the 

activity taking place outside the system—in its particular case, the level of noise 

present in the local environment. 

 

However, and as stated, the way that computational systems observe us with 

embedded sensors is often unseen. Whilst the automated system continues to 

function as designed and the system remains out of our attention we are passive 

beneficiaries of computational technology. This removes the user from direct 

involvement in the interaction process. In contrast, people readily recognise when 

they are under the observation of others, by perceiving gazes, facial expressions and 

body language. Such visual cues are powerful indicators of another’s thoughts and 
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actions and play an important role in promoting opportunities for social interaction. 

The initial design strategy created for Alius was to provide visual clues to the 

computational system’s spectatorship, thereby informing visitors of the possibility 

to interact with the computational system. 

 

According to Hayles (2009), the process of interaction is a 'three-fold recursive 

cycle’ between participants from initiation, to response, to mediation (39). In Alius, 

the floating projection surface is presented in the first instance as an attractor that 

draws visitors’ attention to the installation, before inviting them to interact with the 

work.34 The configuration of Alius stands out against the mute white gallery 

background, and the non-orthogonal projection surface of the floating paper 

sculpture stands in sharp contrast to the exhibition’s other installed works that use 

conventional wall projection. Whilst a wall projection suggests that visitors should 

look at an artwork, by integrating the screen with sculptural form, Alius suggests 

that visitors are expected to both look at and physically engage with the installation.  

 

My insight from observing visitors’ behaviour experiencing Alius was that people 

were readily attracted to a physical form that separates itself from its environment. 

Through this separation, the familiar becomes unfamiliar; to some extent, to bring 

technologies into art making is to separate technologies from where they are 

expected to be. In the moment that we realise this separation, we are invited to 

reflect on our relationship with the seemingly familiar technology.  

                                                             
34 In Hayles’ “three-fold recursive cycle”, the possibility of response occurs only after initiation 

has occurred. In Alius’ process of interaction, the sonic activity of participants that influences the 
ecosystem (response) is simultaneously the means by which participants realize their role in the 
system (mediation). 
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I also observed that the audio sensor itself was not made visually prominent 

enough; it did not provide visitors with a clear understanding of the interactive 

connection between the audio input and the digital visualization, even though Alius 

could effectively visualize the presence of digital content. While the internal 

microphone of a desktop computer was used in the version of Alius included in the 

Design after Nature show, the possibility of using an array of external microphones 

to enable tightly controlled, directional sound input—such as shotgun 

microphones—is a possibility for future iterations of the work. This issue will be 

considered in further iterations of the Alius installation along with addressing how 

the form and material of the floating projection sculpture can be reconfigured for 

different exhibition spaces.  

 

Furthermore, the importance of Byung-Poong could have been more clearly 

reflected in the shape of the floating paper sculpture. Through its bi-fold shape, 

Byung-Poong is a freestanding divider of space. In doing so Byung-Poong establishes 

an identification of place. I took the spatial quality that the shape of Byung-Poong 

can produce an additional signal of the work’s physical occupation of space to 

visitors, and further contribute to the work’s sense of presence. 

 

Through Alius’ combination of physical form, video mapping, and audio sensors as 

both output and input respectively, demonstrates how physical objects and spatial 

environments can become the distributed hardware of an interactive system. This 

type of distributed interactive system, together with my insight regarding the 
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relationship between physicality and the separation of foreground and background, 

informed my creative approach to the following experimental project, noemaflux.  
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5.2  
noemaflux 

 

 

Figure 5-16. Troy Innocent and Indae Hwang, noemaflux, 2010. 
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5.2.1  
Overview 

noemaflux35 is a site-specific public art installation developed in collaboration with 

artist Troy Innocent. noemaflux was originally developed as part of the Artist in 

Residence program at IAMAS in Ogaki, Japan in 2010. While the work was exhibited 

on two separate occasions – at both the Ogaki Biennale36 in 2010 and at ISEA 201137 

in Istanbul, Turkey – in this section I discuss noemaflux as installed in the Ogaki 

Biennale.  

 

The creative groundwork for noemaflux developed collaboratively between 

Innocent and myself out of our involvement in the precursor project, World Machine 

(2009). Innocent describes this work’s thematic merging of virtual and real worlds 

as follows: 

 

The World Machine originates in Ludea. Its function is to transmutate the 

city streets to provide a suitable habitat for Ludean lifeforms. At its core are 

seven tags that appear in scenes that are at once familiar and alien; 

simultaneously read by humans and machines; augmenting and mutating 

urban space. (Innocent 2010) 

                                                             
35 ‘Noema’ relates to the phenomenological ‘act of perceiving’. ‘Flux’ refers to a state of constant 

shift and change. 
36 Ogaki Bienalle was held from 22–26 September, Ogaki, Gibu, Japan. For more detail see 

http://www.iamas.ac.jp/biennale10/index_en.html 
37 noemaflux was presented as part of ACVA exhibition entitled Terra Virtualis from 14-21 

September 2011, at ISEA 2011 in Istanbul,Turkey. For more detail see 
http://www.acva.net.au/blog/detail/terravirtualis_isea2011_in_istanbul 
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In World Machine, seven AR tags were situated in Melbourne laneways to imply the 

coexistent nature between humans and machines within the built environment (see 

Figure 5-17). In this earlier project, my role was specifically dedicated to developing 

an AR application that would overlay video files with digital content through a 

postproduction process.  

 

 

Figure 5-17. Troy Innocent, World Machine, 2009, Photo: Digital C Type Photograph. 

 

In noemaflux, however, my involvement in the project moved beyond developing 

postproduction techniques towards integrating a series of mixed spaces to blend the 

urban environment with virtual worlds using video-based AR. Changing a 

participant’s perception of the reality of urban space via digital interventions into 
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the physical world creates a different way of seeing the city, and this change 

underpins the nature of noemaflux’s mixed reality experience.  

 

Participants use mobile devices to explore the streets and laneways of Ogaki, with 

the aim of finding nine physical “signs” that have been integrated into the urban 

environment. The signs have a dual meaning, being both elements of an invented 

language (that operates in the artificial world) and a machine-readable language (as 

functional AR markers). The nine signs act both as navigational signage in urban 

space and as gateways into the artificial world. Through interacting with these 

markers, participants discover virtual worlds and trigger the growth of abstract 

writing systems in them. As participants move about the urban space of Ogaki they 

carry digital “seeds” that “pollinate” each site with glyphs from the previous site 

creating a cross-media ecology that consists of people, urban spaces, signs and 

digital systems.  

 

These linguistic, visual, and interactive themes are the product of Innocent’s 

continuous exploration of ‘the dynamics between the iconic ideal and the personal 

specific, the real and the simulated, and the way in which our identity is shaped by 

language and communication’ (2010). According to Innocent (2011a), noemaflux 

reinvents and inscribes familiar urban spaces with new meaning via mixed reality in 

two ways: ‘Firstly, established technologies of augmented reality such as AR marker 

symbols are given a new aesthetic. Secondly, the city is reinvented through the 

creation of a new space in which streets and laneways overlap with abstract virtual 

worlds’ (12). Via these dual processes of interaction, participants become 
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interconnected with the artificial world of the work and the urban landscape in 

which it is situated (Innocent 2011b, 6). 

 

Whilst Innocent’s original proposal was interesting I thought it possible and 

important to extend both the potential reach of neomaflux in the public domain and 

the conceptual relationship between the physical manifestation of the overall 

computational system with a users’ perception and experience of the system. I 

discuss my contribution in more detail in the sections Project Development and 

Discussion. 

5.2.2  
Creative Context 

As discussed earlier in Chapter 3.2.1, creative works such as Magic Book 

(Billinghurst, Kato, and Poupyrev 2001) and Augmenting Esquire (2009) by 

Barbarian Group, use augmented reality (AR) technologies to link the physical and 

virtual worlds together. In both projects, the physical medium of the book becomes 

an interface that allows viewers to discover and navigate digital content, blurring 

the border between the physical and virtual world through the transformation of 

the familiar activity of reading. In a media arts context, more directly, such 

dismantling of borders between the physical and virtual world has been used as 

conceptual framework, theme and topic for many media artists, including Jeffrey 

Shaw. 
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Shaw’s artworks are characterised by their mixing of physical and virtual spaces. In 

an early work, The Legible City (1988-1991), visitors are able to navigate a 

simulated city that consists of computer-generated three-dimensional letters, 

words, and sentences by riding a stationary bicycle (see Figure 5.18). Three-

dimensional letters are projected onto a large screen in front of viewers, and 

represent the buildings of a city, as the placement of the letters is based on the maps 

of two actual cities—Amsterdam (1990) and Karlsruhe (1991). 

 

 

Figure 5-18. Jeffrey Shaw, The Legible City, 1988-1991. 

 

The Legible City establishes a direct connection between the physical and virtual 

realm as users are able to navigate the virtual space, as the participant is given 

control of their speed and direction by ‘using the bicycle’s pedals and steering 

handle, which are connected to a computer that translates the user’s physical 

actions into changes of landscape on the screen’ (Paul 2008, 72). A participant’s 
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perceptual experience is further modulated by the size of the three-dimensional 

letters (based on the actual proportion of the real building being represented) and 

the texts themselves (which are extracted from archived documents describing 

historical events that relate to the city’s buildings). 

 

In this way, participants experience and perceive the extension and mediation of 

physical space through the connection between body and mind—while the body 

remains in the physical space the mind simultaneously perceives the virtual space as 

a place to be. Christiane Paul (2008) notes that in Shaw’s The Legible City, the 

characteristics of hypertext 38  and hypermedia 39  are merged with virtual 

architecture, creating a highly mediated space where participants can construct 

their own individual narrative by choosing their route through the city space (72).  

 

Also of note in The Legible City is how the mode of interaction establishes the 

interplay between the human-interactor and the computational system. Both are 

interdependent and complementary in blending the physical and virtual world. 

Without the computer the mixed space could not exist, but without the participant 

the mixed space would not have form. 

 

Another work by Shaw, The Golden Calf (1994), challenges the boundaries that 

characterise the physical and virtual further, by conceptualizing the work as a 

virtual ‘post-object’ (Paul 2008, 95). The Golden Calf consists of an empty pedestal 

                                                             
38 Hypertext is text that contains links to other texts.  
39 HyperMedia is a term used for media content used in hypertext that is not constrained to text, 

such as graphics, video and sound.. 
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within the gallery space. A hand-held color screen is attached to the pedestal, and 

the screen displays the figure of a virtual golden calf40 in three-dimensions (see 

Figure 5.19). The physical exhibition space is mapped onto the surface of the 

representational model of the golden calf in real-time as a reflected image. Whether 

participants can see their image in the reflection on the surface of the calf or not is 

dependent on the participant’s position in relation to the gallery’s lighting 

conditions. 

 

 

Figure 5-19. Jeffrey Shaw, The Golden Calf, 1994. 

 

For art historian Edward Shanken (1996), The Golden Calf creates not just a virtual 

reality, but also a pseudo-religious statement (20). While observing the calf placed 

on the pedestal, the participant—in addition to sensing the blurring of the real and 

the virtual world—is co-opted into a simulation of a religious experience. The 

                                                             
40 Golden calf is a typical form of idol.  According to old testimony in the bible, the golden calf 

was made by made by Aaron to satisfy the Israelites during Moses' absence, when he went up to 
Mount Sinai to meet God. This account is mentioned in Exodus 32:4. 
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participant unconsciously enacts a ritual—bowing up and down and moving about 

the pedestal to get better views, they seem to dance with the idol (Shanken 1996, 

20). Shanken suggests that “post-objects” generate hybrid experiences, and 

furthermore, hybridity is an inevitable product of mixed spaces, whether sacred or 

secular.  

5.2.3  
Project Development 

By deploying hybrid “post-objects” based on Video-Based AR, noemaflux explores 

the potential transformations of urban space through creating mixed spaces in the 

streets of Ogaki. For Innocent and I, it was crucial that participants interacted with 

noemaflux throughout the city of Ogaki; this design constraint formed the basis of 

our collaboration. Given my interest in the manifestation of technology, using AR 

Markers as “signposts” to virtual space seemed to be both logical and suitable in 

terms of testing out the theories outlined in this exegesis.  

 

To meet the project’s dependence on participant movement, an interactive system 

that would connect three components was developed for noemaflux: 

• A physical component—an AR marker 

• A digital component—software to reveal the artificial worlds that 

participants encounter through interaction with AR markers  

• A mobile device—a handheld computer—that serves as a window to the 

digital component 
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Each AR marker signals to participants a gateway to a mixed space that blends the 

physical and virtual world. Via this “gateway” or portal, the existing character of 

Ogaki’s urban environment is temporarily overlaid with virtual content revealed by 

the handheld computer. The moment at which this overlay appears is the moment 

that participants experience the coterminous nature of the physical and virtual 

world.  

 

To support the interactive experience, participants were provided with a map 

indicating the distribution of the nine locations where the AR markers could be 

found. Each individual’s exploration of the work created a unique path or journey 

across the central area of Ogaki city. As a by-product of visiting a marker’s physical 

site, participants were able to collect and plant a digital “seed” in the virtual space 

associated with that particular location. The seed is in fact an artificial life creature 

generated in real-time through activating the particular AR marker, and is selected 

for the participant automatically by the software that I developed to visualize the 

virtual space. In addition, each AR marker generates a unique swarm of digital 

creatures that the system can choose from (see Figure 5-20, Left). The selected seed, 

when “planted” at the next detected AR marker (see Section 5.2.3 Digital 

Component), influences the properties of the swarm of digital creatures that are 

subsequently generated (see Figure 5-20, Right).  This action of “planting” digital 

seeds makes a causal connection between interactive decision-making that occurs in 

the physical environment, with the consequences of this action affecting what 

occurs in the virtual world. 
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Figure 5-20. The Interaction process in noemaflux. 

 

The Physical Component 

The physical component of noemaflux consists of two parts: a custom-designed AR 

Marker, and an accompanying frame that encloses the AR Marker (see Figure 5-21). 

The white space inside the black border of the AR Marker contains vinyl-cut graphic 

symbols. Each graphic symbol was designed by Innocent, and represents an 

invented language—the language of Ludea 41. In addition, the symbols are divided 

into the three different groups. The distinction between groups is represented by 

the colour of the custom-designed AR Marker’s frame, and can be either Blue, 

Orange, or Green. Each colour group has three associated symbols (see Figure 5-22).  

 

                                                             
41  Micronation of Ludea, https://vimeo.com/8813857 
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Figure 5-21. The structure of noemaflux AR marker. 

 

Each AR Marker’s graphic symbol bears the aesthetic signature of Innocent’s work, 

and connects to and instantiates the digital component of the system. Yet the 

symbols have two additional roles, acting to help viewers perceive the existence of 

technological objects, and to aid the computer system’s perception and calculation 

of the participant’s orientation in relation to the detected AR Marker.  

 

 

Figure 5-22. Symbols for AR markers by Troy Innocent. 

 

The frames that enclose noemaflux’s AR markers are designed to enhance the 

system’s presence in the urban environment, as the visual distinctness of an object 

is influenced by the degree of contrast between the object and the object’s 

surroundings (see Ware 2008). For this reason we designed the frames that enclose 
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images from noemaflux in a simple and abstract style that stands out in contrast to 

the complexity of the urban environment (see figure 5-23 and 5-24). Their vivid 

colour contrasts with the less saturated surrounding colours of the urban 

environment, and the light-weight corrugated plastic sheet construction enables the 

frames to be easily mounted on the face of existing buildings and trees of Ogaki city 

without causing damage.  

 

Three different frame designs were developed, ranging from the small scale of an 

abstract box sculpture, to street signage, and large-scale banners. The different 

scales of the physical frames enable participants to readily distinguish the AR 

marker at various distances within the urban environment.  
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Figure 5-23. AR Marker installations on the street, Photo: Troy Innocent. 
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Figure 5-24. AR Marker installations in the Shindo temple, Photo: Troy Innocent. 
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The Digital Component 

I developed two software programs for the digital component of noemaflux. The 

first is a program that detects the AR Markers in real-time in conjunction with the 

open-source NyARTool Kit42. The second is a program that renders the graphic 

content associated with the AR Markers. This drawing software generates and 

visualises virtual content, including the artificial creatures based on Innocent’s 

invented language; these creatures are animated figures that represent the 

‘character’ of the detected AR marker, and are accompanied by unique sound effects 

(see Figure 5-25).  

 

Technically, when an AR marker is detected by one of the hand-held mobile devices 

(see Mobile Device Component, p.119), the drawing software initiates, and the 

nyARTool Kit software instantly remaps the drawing software’s visualisation to the 

computationally-calculated, physical orientation of the viewer. This creates an 

illusionary effect that renders the virtual content of noemaflux’s AR Marker in three-

diensional perspective within the actual urban environment (see Figure 5-26).  

 

 

                                                             
42 NyARTool Kit is pure Java program language version derived from ARTool Kit (based on 

C++). In the noemaflux project, I used NyAR ToolKit libraries customized for Processing, 
http://nyatla.jp/nyartoolkit/wiki2/index.php?FrontPage.en  
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Figure 5-25. Virtual Contents Demo by Indae Hwang. 

 

 

Figure 5-26. Virtual contents with noemaflux’s AR Marker. 
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As the drawing software runs, artificial creatures based are generated by the second 

software application based on pre-set rules.43 These entities have a finite lifespan, 

which is encoded by the computer algorithm governing the system. When an 

artificial creature reaches the end of its lifespan, it “dies” and spawns a new artificial 

creature. The creatures gain energy through interaction with each other, and the 

creature with the most energy becomes the seed that that participants plant at the 

next detected AR marker.  In addition, based on the group—either blue, orange, or 

green—to which an AR Marker belongs, the drawing software renders alongside the 

artificial creatures one of three different animated, line-based structural figures. 

Each structural figure provides viewers with an easily distinguishable point of 

difference between the virtual content of detected AR Markers (see Figure 5-28). 

Each AR marker is assigned with different sets of sound effects. Sound effects are 

played when the AR marker is detected; when an artificial creature dies or spawns; 

when a creature interacts with another creature; and when the AR marker is no 

longer within detection range of the mobile device. 

 

                                                             
43 The pre-set drawing rule is an algorithm that arranges basic element and point shapes of each 

colour group of a symbol through reflections and rotations of those elements. 
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Figure 5-27. Virtual contents, the location map of AR Markers.  
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Figure 5-28. Additional animatic figures of three tribes in noemaflux by Indae Hwang. 
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Figure 5-29. Mobile device components in noemaflux. 

 

The Mobile Device Component 

Using a handheld portable computer as the mobile device allows participants to 

easily discover, view, and move between the nine site-specific locations. Four 

customized mobile devices were provided as part of the noemaflux installation, 

enabling up to four participants to experience the work at any one time (see Figure 

5-29). A custom designed frame that helps participants carry and hold the device is 

attached to each unit, and an external speaker is attached the frame. This speaker 

amplifies the sounds that are played when participants interact with an AR marker. 
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5.2.4  
Discussion 

In the co-production of noemaflux, my role began with the design and development 

of the software applications necessary to actualize Innocent’s iconic audio/visual 

language. The studio research entailed creative computing and the development of 

software programs to detect the AR Markers and render the graphic content 

associated with the AR Markers. However, I was aware that Innocent’s initial 

proposal for noemaflux’s AR Markers—as street signage, located at ground level and 

identical in size—would cause the AR Markers to disappear into the environment. 

Such environmental assimilation would potentially limit the work’s ability to 

establish and reveal the hybridity of the real and virtual worlds.  

 

As such, my contribution to the project moved beyond the confines of the 

development of software alone. While collaborating with Innocent, I argued that 

noemaflux must place added emphasis on the palpability of the AR Markers as 

signage within an urban space, in order to enhance each sign’s ability to function as 

an indicator of a mixed space. Drawing on my research focus on the (dis)appearance 

of technology in a Ubicomp environment, I proposed that we introduce a site-

specific emphasis to the colour, scale, shape, and location of each AR Marker’s frame 

design. This lead to the project’s reconceptualisation of the shape and form of each 

AR Marker’s frame as one of three types: Street Sign, Banner, and Abstract 

Sculpture. As a result of the redesign of the work’s AR Marker frames, noemaflux 

enabled me to more directly explore the relationship between the physical 
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manifestation of a computational system and a users’ perception and experience of 

the system.  

 

For design theorist, Donald Norman (2008), the signifiers of an interactive system 

are crucially important as they provide people with clues to understanding the 

interactive process (18). However, UbiComp renders computational systems 

invisible, and therefore it follows that they provide few or no clues indicating the 

presence of embedded technologies (Greenfield 2006). By seeking to investigate and 

establish explicit clues that reveal the presence of embedded computational 

systems, this hidden, invisible, quality of computational systems was reflected upon 

during the production process of noemaflux.  

 

Unlike a conventional computing environment, a UbiComp environment 

decentralizes computational systems. As such, noemaflux’s interface is dispersed, 

and provides numerous points of system access to the system due to relationship 

between the AR Markers and the handheld computers. In noemaflux, the appearance 

of the physical objects of the system develops and strengthens the connection 

between spatial form and temporal form. This form of this connection is crucial, as 

the experience of noemaflux depends on the interdependency and co-existence of 

the participant and the computational system; the AR Markers are the sole 

indicators of the system’s presence within Ogaki’s urban environment. In noemaflux, 

the design of the AR markers’ tags was unique, making each marker easily 

recognizable to participants and equally distinguishable to computational systems. 

In this way the primary element of a video-based AR marker—the “tag”— is treated 
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as an aesthetic object in itself. This is in direct contrast to the approach of many 

UbiComp technologies, such as QR codes, which are readable by machines alone and 

are not designed in any aesthetic way for human interpretation nor interest.     

 

In this sense, the use of custom-designed graphics as AR Markers re-configures the 

hardware of AR technology in a creative manner, and imbues noemaflux with the 

creative use and re-configuration of hardware that is characteristic to Device Art. By 

replacing the standard type of marker associated with AR technology (e.g. the 

barcode) with graphics drawing from Innocent’s stylized visual language (see Figure 

5-30), noemaflux draws attention to the aestheticisation of spatial form, and the 

subsequent effects on people’s awareness of the accompanying computational 

system. However, a special consideration was discovered regarding the installation 

of AR Markers in noemaflux. As the detection process of an AR Marker occurs 

technically through video captured by a webcam, the actual lighting conditions of 

the physical site are very important. To successfully detect an AR Marker, adverse 

environmental conditions, such as reflected light resulting in glare on a Marker’s 

surface, must be avoided. Thus the possible locations for AR markers became 

constrained in order to maintain the desired balance between their placement in 

locations that facilitated public engagement and those situations with optimal 

conditions for “readability” of the marker by the portable viewing device. 
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Figure 5-30. noemaflux AR Marker and others conventional AR Marker. 

 

By re-shaping the formal design of the AR Marker’s frame in addition to the 

marker’s symbol, the participant’s recognition of the presence of mixed space within 

the urban environment was greatly assisted. In designing the AR Marker’s frame, the 

material for the frame was carefully chosen to contrast with the surrounding urban 

environment. For this reason, the selected corrugated plastic sheet enabled the AR 

Markers to symbolise the temporal nature of digital technology, in contrast to the 

perceived permanence of other common urban materials such as concrete, glass, 

and steel. As sensorial stimuli—such as touch and sound—are also important 

indicators of the presence of objects in relation to the human body, we used the 

mobile device’s sound capabilities to generate effects that would provide 

participants with an intense connection between the virtual content and the 

physical environment. Such hybrid experience relocates the artwork from the 

gallery to a site-specific urban environment. 

 

The use of the mobile device, furthermore, enabled neomaflux to escape the spatial 

limitation of gallery-based mixed spaces—as illustrated by Shaw’s Golden Calf—and 

instead establish and extend the experience of mixed space across a site-specific 
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urban environment. Accordingly, the employment of customized mobile devices in 

noemaflux reflects upon the importance and necessity of digital mobility44 in the 

context of UbiComp. The mobile device component of noemaflux facilitates the 

personalization of experience, and this interaction between virtual content and 

participant provokes an awareness of the temporal form of the computational 

system. In contrast to the interactive experience envisioned by UbiComp, the 

participant’s act of searching neighbourhoods in Ogaki for AR Markers forms part of 

an intentional approach towards how embedded computational systems can be 

interacted with. Whereas Alius was an attempt to reveal the interdependence with 

computational systems by separating the primary visual cues of the system—the 

floating projection screen—from its surroundings, noemaflux manifests 

interdependence through the computational system’s modes of interface. In this 

regard, the interactive experience of noemaflux is designed from the harmonious 

interplay between the computational system and the participant. It is crucial 

establish the necessary degree of playful interaction to properly engage with the 

game play associated with the artwork (e.g. planting of virtual seeds). As Machiko 

Kusahara has noted in her writings on Device Art, the gap between meaning and 

representation creates fun—as long as there are clues to the artwork’s meaning 

(2009a), Whilst noemaflux provided a playful, game-like structure for participants, I 

found that there were shortcomings with the resulting interactive experience, 

particularly the degree of playfulness achieved and how successfully meaning and 

                                                             
44 Computer scientists Sousa João Pedro and David Garlan state that in UbiComp it is important 

that users can ‘move their computational tasks easily from one environment to another’ (Sousa 
and Garlan. 2002). 
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representation were bridged. Ultimately, the clues to understanding noemaflux may 

have been too ambiguous to participants.  

 

This self-critical finding suggested that I may need to reconsider my approach to 

Mitate. Both Alius and noemaflux focus on visualisations of digital content as the 

primary means by which participants sense and understand their involvement in 

the interaction process. With this in mind, I looked to other methods and indicators 

of interaction, such as sound and motion, as a means to explore the relationship 

between physicality and interactive experience within a UbiComp context. My 

subsequent response is documented in the following experimental project, the 

MODO 1 and MODO 2. 
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5. 3  
MODO 1 and MODO 2 

 

Figure 5-31. Indae Hwang, MODO 2, 2010. 
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5.3.1 
Overview 

RFID technology tacitly transforms the experience of our constructed environment. 

This technology is specifically designed to track artefacts deployed into our 

everyday lives that have been tagged with RFID tags, without us being aware that 

these objects have been detected. In other words, RFID technology operates in the 

background of the human endeavour. As introduced in Chapter 2, Don Ihde (1990) 

defines such relationships between humans and technology as ‘background 

relations’, observing that diverse contemporary technologies—such as sensor-based 

and automation systems—do ‘not usually [occupy] our attention but nevertheless 

[condition] the context in which the inhabitant lives’ (111). This type of relationship 

shapes our understanding of what RFID tags are actually doing. 

 

Broadly considered, RFID technology is implemented as an interface between 

humans and computational systems. Through this technological interface, our lives 

are continuously connected to and tracked by networked computational systems—

whether we are aware of it or not. The consequence of the RFID networked system 

is that the border between public and private space is blurred because personal 

information can be either intentionally or unintentionally exposed to other systems 

within the network. Given the technological means of interface, in which the RFID 

tag is typically embedded discretely inside a host object, the technology’s “presence” 

is difficult to recognise. In this system, the technological operation of RFID 

technology is hidden, and only the result of its operation is visible. 
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This configuration of RFID technology exemplifies one characteristic of digital 

technologies—the combined presence of the material and immaterial. RFID 

technology is small enough to be tacitly concealed inside physical objects so that the 

hardware interface of RFID technology is hidden. The resulting interaction that 

occurs between the user, tagged objects and digital content is unnoticeable because 

interactions with RFID technology operate through invisible electronic wave 

networks. Other forms of digital technologies are also readily experienced as 

immaterial due to their miniaturisation and the ways in which they are rendered 

transparent and invisible. Matthew Kirschenbaum (quoted in Whitelaw 2013), who 

specialises in digital humanities and digital culture, writes that, ‘Computers … are 

material machines dedicated to propagating a behavioural illusion, or call it a 

working model of immateriality’ (229). For Mitchell Whitelaw (2013), this ‘illusion 

of immateriality is instantly familiar to us: it encompasses the paradigm of 

information technology and most of our interactions with digital media’ (229). 

Whitelaw argues that media and computation oscillate between materiality and 

immateriality through specific instantiations—that is, the ‘transmateriality’ of 

digital technologies. He states that, ‘this transmateriality emphasizes the continuity 

between computation and material environment—two terms that ubiquitous 

computing necessarily distinguishes even as it seeks to link them tightly’ (Whitelaw 

2013, 223). This illusion of immateriality of digital technologies potentially weakens 

the sense of the material presence of digital technologies and produces a temporal 

delay in perceiving them as we continuously experience these technologies. 
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My studio research is oriented towards exploring UbiComp technologies, such as 

RFID technology, as a material substrate from the beginning of its material 

deployment to the end of its virtual use (data transmission) to frame it ‘in and of the 

world … and as capable of striking us with moments of intensity’ (Whitelaw 2013, 

229). This tacit deployment of RFID technology and the material/immaterial 

relations we have with it is a major thematic focus in MODO1 (2010) and MODO2 

(2010). These works are kinetic sculptures that respond to data stored on the type 

of RFID tags embedded in specific personal artefacts, such as myki45 cards, identity 

cards and bankcards (see Figure 5-1).46 These pervasive, invisibly tagged cards are 

the source of the artwork’s expression because the ID number of each tag 

determines each sculpture’s sound and movement. 

 

In MODO1 and MODO2, I investigate the transforming gestalts 47  of human 

experiences that are located in our everyday environments. Of specific interest is the 

blurring threshold of our public and private boundaries caused by RFID technology. 

By using RFID technology as the source of the artworks’ expression, I cast light on 

the continuously reformulated relationship we have with pervasive—at times 

invasive—ubiquitous digital systems and technologies. In the following section, I 

                                                             
45 A myki card is the ticketing system distributed throughout Melbourne, Australia. The RFID tag 

used in the myki system is based on the Mifare DESFire Card. Each card contains a seven-byte 
unique identifier. MODO1 and MODO2 use the unique ID number assigned to the myki card to 
determine the movement of a kinetic sculpture. Further information on the myki system can be 
found at http://www.myki.com.au. 

46 MODO1 and MODO2 were exhibited in the group exhibition nCode 2011. The exhibition ran 
from 21 February to 10 March 2011 at the Monash Art and Design Gallery in Melbourne. The 
artists involved included Joel Collins, Mark Guglielmetti, Indae Hwang, Troy Innocent, Yun Tae 
Nam and Trinh Vu. 

47 A gestalt ‘is something that has particular qualities when you consider it as a whole which are 
not obvious when you consider only the separate parts of it’ (Collins 2009). 
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discuss a number of illustrative projects that provide a context through which to 

examine the complex relationships we have with technologically mediated artefacts. 

5.3.2 
Creative Connections 

RFID tags are most commonly used to track tagged objects in the commercial and 

industrial domains. This commercial application is widespread and can be used to 

gather private information about consumers. Contemporary designers and artists 

whose practices engage with issues of privacy have used RFID technology to create 

media art and design probes. For example, in the work iTea (2007) by Don Blaauw, 

Erik Borra, David Kousemaker, Dirk van Oosterbosch, Vlad Trifa and Esther 

Weltevrede, RFID technology is used as the interface between humans and 

computational systems to reveal the potential consequences of the technology 

through active user participation (see Figure 5-32). In particular, iTea aims to make 

viewers aware of ‘data mining’—a practice by which a person’s publicly accessible 

data and vestiges of data (such as blog comments and online search histories) are 

collected from across the World Wide Web (Borra 2007). Participants interacting 

with iTea place an RFID tag that is embedded with the participant’s name into a 

porcelain teacup installed on top of a projection table. iTea then executes a Google 

search and mines social networks such as Flickr, Facebook and Hotmail for 

information about the participant. The collected information is then projected 

underneath the teacup, eliciting a surprised reaction from participants who find 

their private information so readily accessible and available. The work raises 
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concerns about the capacity of digital technologies to extract private data through 

the Internet (Mediamatic 2007). 

 

The name of the installation is a play on the words “information” and “tea”, 

connoting information technology (IT) and the British tradition of “high tea”. The 

work explores the material and immaterial ritual of “taking tea”, which is made 

apparent by the use of particular motifs in the installation, and is worth exploring in 

some detail. The porcelain teacup and lacework (which is projected onto the table) 

evoke a scene of traditional Victorian English tea culture. First introduced to 

England from China by Dutch traders in the mid-seventeenth century, tea became an 

important part of everyday life in Victorian culture (Fromer 2008). Tea in England 

was initially consumed as a luxurious item that only the wealthy could afford, in 

public places such as teahouses. It was marked as an exotic product with multiple 

health benefits (Walsh 1892, 70). However, by the late eighteenth century, tea had 

become immensely popular, ‘as a beverage brewed and consumed within the private 

realm of the home, and the resonances of English domestic life were added to the 

originally foreign, exotic image of tea’ (Fromer 2008). 

 

Events such as afternoon tea, “low tea” and “high tea” became common social rituals 

in Victorian culture to mark certain levels of social prestige. For example, during 

afternoon tea, which was traditionally served between 2 pm and 4 pm, the host 

would serve delicate cucumber sandwiches, cakes, scones, clotted cream and jam on 

fine porcelain plates. Afternoon tea evolved into high tea for the working classes and 

farming communities, with a shift in focus away from serving delicate fare to serving 
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a ‘man’s meal’ (Wang 2011, 15). In both situations, the emphasis of the ritual was on 

the presentation of the food and on conversation (Wang 2011, 14-15). Here, the “tea 

table” was both a place of shared rituals inviting personal connections between 

sitters, and a place where idle gossip was traded to create a social community 

through face-to-face communication. “Taking tea” then reflected the standards and 

protocols of the time. Social communication vis-à-vis Facebook, Flickr and Hotmail is 

not mediated by the same social norms and standards of Victorian England. iTea 

reminds us that contemporary social interactions are no longer influenced by the 

protocols of face-to-face communication, but rather mediated through embedded 

digital technologies. 

 

In iTea, items such as porcelain and lacework are material objects that remind 

viewers of the complex social, often immaterial, contexts that connect the everyday 

material objects we use. This role of material objects in iTea echoes the role of 

material objects in Korean traditional cultural practices—as discussed in Section 

2.31—to illuminate our interdependent relationship with non-human entities. In 

iTea and Korean traditional cultural practices, material objects are mediums to 

remind viewers of our complex connection with non-human entities. In addition, the 

motifs of material objects in iTea also direct us to a particular cultural resurgence in 

craft, which is also an important feature in my studio practice. 
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Figure 5-32. Don Blaauw, Erik Borra, David Kousemaker, Dirk van Oosterbosch, Vlad Trifa and Esther 
Weltevrede, iTea, 2007. 

 

By criticising the definition of craft as merely applied art or design-based practices 

respectively linked to traditional materials or maker processes, Danish craft theorist 

Louise Mazanti (2011) argues that such views of craftwork fail to express the core 

identity of craft within a contemporary discourse. Drawing upon the Modernist 

tradition, Mazanti (2011) associates craft with the practice of creating ‘an 

aesthetical object that exists parallel to the object category of the design commodity, 

at the same time as it contains (super-) layers of meaning that relate to visual art’ 

(62). In this sense, craft can be conceptualised as a form of cultural practice that—

finding itself situated between art and design—lends itself to theorising the creative 

practices and methods of production associated with digital technologies. In 

Abstracting Craft, Malcolm McCullough (1997) extends the notion of traditional 

crafting ‘by hand’ to crafting ‘by hand extended through computer’ (digital hand). 
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Similar approaches to McCullough’s can be found in other recent studies; for 

example, designer and architect Neri Oxman (2007) uses the term ‘digital craft’ to 

‘redefine the use and application of digital fabrication tools and technologies 

through the notion of craft’ (536). Oxman (2007) argues that the notion of 

traditional craft potentially functions as ‘a guiding instruction-set, a formalism, 

which merges knowledge of application with an instrumentality of material 

organization’ (535). Oxman’s work explores the ways in which notions of traditional 

craft can be incorporated with digital technologies to materialise form, particularly 

through using computational programming and fabrication technologies, such as 

computer numerically controlled machining, laser cutting and 3D printing. For 

Oxman (2007), digital craft is a design method for the creation of novel structural 

systems and forms through processes of digital technologies—digital technologies 

are taken as a tool to design and a medium to be designed. Although my practice-

based works use digital technologies to establish the formal expression of works, 

similar to the digital craft, my intentions differ somewhat. In my work, I attempt to 

bring digital technologies into the contemplative process in order to examine them 

in broad social and cultural contexts. In this sense, my approach to digital 

technologies is more reflexive than pragmatic. 

 

The tendency towards digital craft can be found in a diverse array of contemporary 

technology-infused projects that, according to Klanten, Ehmman and Feiress (2011), 

‘[range] from low to high-tech approaches, from DIY assembly to complex avant-

garde computing, and from miniature to massive spatial interventions’ (7). The 

important feature of those technological crafts is that the medium for creating the 
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project is experimented with and explored through the body of the project itself. 

Paik’s Participant TV and Kuwakubo’s Nicodama—both discussed in Chapter 4—

exemplify this particular notion of craft. In these works, the functional or practical 

aspect of technology is critiqued through the form of the aesthetic object itself. 

These aesthetic objects function as the experimental stage through which to 

examine material culture by producing ‘the effect of appearing’ that relies ‘on the 

thing and the concept being detached from all the conceptual and material contexts 

to which they belong in different everyday worlds’ (Gumbrecht 2006, 305). This 

effect of appearing that the aesthetic object evokes takes the form of ‘a 

remembrance of the physical dimension in our lives, that is to remind us of our 

being part of the world of things, and a sense of being in, with, and of the world’ 

(Gumbrecht 2004, 116-117). 

 

This engagement with craft is not confined to an examination of contemporary 

Western culture. Minhwa (see Section 2.3.1) is a craft practice that functions not 

only as decoration, but also more critically can be said to operate as a means of 

reminding Koreans to reflect on various complex networks with non-human actors. 

Minhwa is similar to contemporary crafting practices in that it connects humans ‘to 

thoughts, memories, sensations, histories, and relationships rather than being an 

end in itself with a predetermined meaning’ (Owen 2012, 84). These thoughts, 

memories, sensations, histories and relationships are stored in our bodies in 

relation to the cultural artefacts we encounter. These embodied experiences are 

context-dependent as our surroundings constantly change. Our ‘tech-knowledge’ 
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(embodied knowledge) is irrefutably transformed by the continuous interaction of 

our bodies with these technological artefacts. 

 

The relationship between tech-knowledge and the effect of appearing (discussed 

previously in relation to the craft-based critique of the aesthetic object) is a 

distinguishing feature of San Francisco–based artist Bernie Lubell’s practice. Lubell 

is well known for his low-tech interactive constructions and installations. Instead of 

relying on computers, cyberspace or electronic gadgetry, his whimsical wood 

machines are entirely powered by participants.48 Informed by his studies in both 

psychology and engineering, Lubell’s interactive works attempt to reveal the 

immaterially stored knowledge in our bodies by creating a process that shapes 

understandings of our active participation in creating an artwork (Lubell n.d). 

 

A work such as Conversation of intimacy (2005) (Figure 5-33) calls upon 

participants to materialise a form of action by cooperatively interacting with the 

body of work. In this constructed installation, visitors are invited to sit on a bench or 

ride a bicycle. A complex mechanical apparatus networks the effects of movement 

by the visitors in one part of the installation to another via air pressure tubes. For 

instance, causing the bench to swing in one room affects the swinging motion of 

hanging pens in another room. These pens transcribe the resulting motion as 

drawing onto paper, while another visitor peddling a stationary bike moves the 

                                                             
48 Lubell's work includes a stone age digital computer, a rainstorm of chaos and nostalgia, a 

telephone booth confessional communications network, simulations of the human heart and brain 
and a cooperative knitting machine: A Theory of Entanglement (2009), A Little Breathing Room 
(2007) and Etiology of Innocence (1999). See more artworks at the artist’s website: 
http://bernielubell.com. 

http://bernielubell.com/
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paper on which the pens are writing. In Conversation of intimacy, the movements of 

participants literally animate the work. Huhtamo (2007) writes that, in Lubell’s 

work, ‘a visitor is turned into a human steam engine or electric generator, a Primum 

Mobile’. This Primum Mobile49 implies the active, instigative role of a participant, 

rather than a passive, detached viewer observing things from the outside. The works 

of Lubell reveal the technological entanglement that exists between people and 

objects. Lubell (2000) states: 

 

It is our bodies that make communication possible. Because we are 

embodied and our bodies give us common access to the world. We feel we 

understand each other because we share this embodiment. In my work I am 

trying to get people to have an understanding of things because you are a 

part of them rather than as observer looking in from outside. 

 

Participation in many of Lubell’s works is a means to render the invisible 

entanglements of our body with the world visible through a physical process that 

reveals the interrelationship between technology and the environment (see Figures 

5-34 & 5-35). 

Similar to the making processes of Minhwa, the relationship between the 

craftsperson (Lubell) and material craftwork is closely aligned. In Conversation of 

intimacy, Lubell’s expert craftsmanship is revealed in his use of soft cut carved 

timber. Lubell’s “handprint” reawakens our appreciation of the human imprint in 

                                                             
49 The concept of the Primum Mobile comes from classical, medieval and Renaissance astronomy. 

Translating as ‘first moved’, the Primum Mobile was the outermost moving sphere in the 
geocentric model of the universe introduced by Ptolemy ( Huhtamo 2007). 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geocentric_model
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Universe
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the process of fabrication—a feature that has been diminished by the process of 

mass production in the twentieth century. Another interesting aspect of Lubell’s 

works is to use natural materials, such as wood, which reveals an intimate 

connection between the natural world and culture. Lubell does not explicitly 

articulate this implication of using natural timber in his work, but we can 

extrapolate it implicitly from his artist statement: ‘the soft woods I use are ill suited 

to be machines and yet they do work. Hovering at the line between working and not 

gives the mechanisms that tenuous yet tenacious character which mirrors control 

issues in our daily lives’ (Lubell n.d). Lubell’s ‘tenuous yet tenacious character of 

wood’ implies the characteristics of the natural world, and that ‘the woods are ill 

suited to be machine and yet they do work’ represents our continuous efforts to 

draw from the natural world for cultural production. Humans stand between two 

worlds—the natural and cultural. These two worlds are closely connected to one 

another. Lubell’s works are analogous to Minhwa in that both offer cultural 

opportunities for us to experience the entangled and intimate relationship we have 

with both the natural world and constructed environment. 
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Figure 5-33. Bernie Lubell, Conversation of intimacy, 2005. 

 

 

Figure 5-34. Bernie Lubell, Party of the First Part, 2012. 
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Figure 5-35. Bernie Lubell, …and the Synapse Sweetly Singing, 2003. 

 

Both iTea and Conversation of intimacy operate as cultural probes that expose the 

invisible interconnections we have with and within our environments, including the 

technological extension of the self (physical and digital). In contemporary cultures, 

the separation between the technological environment and our own natural body is 

no longer completely clear. The potential entanglement of our physical body with 

the world is modified by the everyday technologies we use without apprehension, 

which is perhaps partly due to the invisibility of embedded technologies and 

background relations that technologies frequently form with us. In the following 

section, I turn attention to exploring how the invisibility of embedded digital 

technologies might be materialised through reflecting upon my own studio practice, 

notably in the works MODO1 and MODO2. 
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5.3.3  
Project Development 

 

Figure 5-36. The MODO1 and MODO2 Series system diagram. 

 

MODO1 and MODO2 are kinetic sculptures. Visitors are encouraged to explore the 

behaviour of the sculptures by using personal cards embedded with RFID tags, such 

as a myki card or student ID card. Alternatively, visitors can use any of the RFID tags 

that are provided with the installation. Each RFID tag has a unique identification 

number consisting of three sections of identification: manufacturer, product and 

item. The MODO Series draws four numbers from the item section and remaps each 

number into a value ranging from zero to 360. These values are used to determine 

the rotation degree of four attached servomotors. A micro controller (an Arduino 

board) collects and parses the tag ID numbers, and assigns the resulting rotation 

degree to one of the four servomotors (see Figure 5-36). The rotation of the 
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servomotors governs the movement of the kinetic sculptures, and, as each 

servomotor is activated in turn, the kinetic sculptures perform in sequence. 

 

 

Figure 5-37. The relation between circumference and sine wave. 

 

The dynamic patterns of movement of the MODO Series draw upon both a 

diagrammatic representation of a sound wave, and trigonometric functions. Using 

trigonometric functions, the circumference of a circle can be drawn as sine and 

cosine waves (see Figure 5-37). This relationship between a circle and wavelength is 

an effective way to translate the simple circular movements of a servomotor into the 

wavelengths that represent the form of the invisible waves of radio frequencies. The 

folding and unfolding movement of MODO2 represents the amplitude of the radio 

waves in RFID technology. The bending and collision of spring wires in MODO1 

represents the dynamic frequency of radio waves. In this sense, the motions of 

MODO1 and MODO2 embody the characteristics of radio waves. The artwork draws 

upon this otherwise imperceptible data to provide each visitor with a unique kinetic 
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experience, as the unique ID number of an RFID tag determines the movement of 

each sculpture. 

 

MODO1 consists of 13 spring wires and four servomotors, with four of the 13 spring 

wires directly attached to one of the four servomotors in order to rotate. The 

configuration is such that, when the rotating wires hit any of the other wires, the 

physical interaction between the wires creates an abstract soundscape (see Figure 

5-38). In MODO2, timber is used to create a skeletal structure of a pair of ‘wings’. 

Lead balls suspended from the sculpture provide a counterweight to balance and 

smooth the movements of the sculpture. The folding and unfolding of the wings is 

controlled by the rotation of the four servomotors. The sound generated by the 

wings’ movement provides acoustic feedback (see Figure 5-39). The abstract shapes 

and movements of the MODO Series sculptures aim to stimulate the audience’s 

curiosity about the work’s interface in order to encourage physical engagement with 

the sculptures. Further, through the explicit exposure of the RFID readers, 

microprocessors and electronic wires, the MODO Series highlights the ‘digital 

nature’ of the work as a means to generate a sense of technological presence 

through interaction. 
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Figure 5-38. Indae Hwang, MODO1, 2010. 
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Figure 5-39. Indae Hwang, MODO2, 2010. 
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5.3.4 
Discussion 

Many aspects of RFID-based interaction are fundamentally invisible—users 

experience two objects communicating through the ‘magic’ of radio waves. As 

discussed in Sections 3.2.3 and 3.3.3, technological artefacts—ranging from personal 

computers, the Internet of Things and smart phones—form the basis through which 

individuals can share and transmit personal information with the wider public. 

People knowingly and unknowingly connect with and are connected to global 

networks of computational systems. Such global networks now mediate the context 

of our contemporary lives. 

 

Digital technology has been implemented into a range of systems to be both discrete 

and automated. Here, the implementation of discrete technologies, such as RFID 

technology, intensifies our “background” relationship with technology, while 

limiting our understanding of technologies to given contexts of use. While digital 

media systems have particular sociocultural benefits, they also raise important 

issues, such as the unintentional exposure of personal information. In MODO1 and 

MODO2, I explore the ambiguity of how we encounter technology in order to reveal 

our role as tacit, yet active, mediators in shaping our interrelationship with digital 

systems. 
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Figure 5-40. Early stage idea development prototype testing. 
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In MODO1 and MODO2, I explicitly visualise the user’s invisible data transaction in 

order to stimulate an awareness of the relationship between the embedded 

computation and the user’s personal data through both the physical form and 

kinetic behaviour of the sculptures. For example, the shape and movement of 

MODO2 is inspired by the traditional Korean folding fan, Sunbi Buchae (선비부채) 

(see Figure 5-41). The folding and unfolding of the Sunbi Buchae is used in MODO2 

to signify the continuous oscillation between the connection and disconnection that 

characterises networked systems. Moreover, while the primary function of Sunbi 

Buchae is to produce a cooling wind, the fan is also wide enough to hide one’s face to 

protect one’s identity. In MODO2, the fans also signify when one’s identity is 

protected—the fan unfolds when one’s data identity is publically exposed to remind 

visitors that their data are no longer private, but are in the public domain. 

 

 

Figure 5-41. An example of Sunbi Buchae. 
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While we are now almost always physically within the proximity of computational 

systems, opportunities to reflect on how technology affects our lives are often 

overlooked. As illustrated by noemaflux, materiality plays a critical role in 

amplifying the visibility of technology; the presence of computational systems in 

new media should not be explained in virtual terms alone because doing so renders 

the virtual as ‘a kind of placeless place’ (Miller and Slater 2000, 4). 

 

With this observation in mind, MODO1 and MODO2 should ideally be experienced 

outside a gallery context to better articulate my interests in the types of digital 

systems that are embedded in everyday human activities. In pursuing alternative 

modes of exhibition, these digital media artefacts more clearly function as cultural 

probes designed to challenge expectations in specific contexts. For example, I 

believe that MODO2 would better articulate my concerns regarding privacy and 

RFID tagged systems if it was installed in a department store, supermarket or train 

station context to mediate the financial transactions that occur in these 

environments. The design and physical presence of MODO2 would contrast 

significantly with other networked systems that mediate these transactions, such as 

the standard Automatic Teller Machine (ATM), registering the installation into the 

foreground, rather than integrating it seamlessly into the background. The users’ 

interactions with the media system would be expressed through the unfolding and 

folding of the Sunbi Buchae wooden fans, which, in turn, would publicly expose the 

users’ invisible data transaction—what users believe to be a private media system 

would be rendered into the public domain, albeit abstracted and unable to be 

decoded. As an intentional design probe, this system would challenge users’ benign 
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expectations of these types of media systems, and test the willingness of users to 

publically advertise what is, in essence, still privately encoded information. 

 

As potential cultural probes, MODO1 and MODO2 resonate with other activities and 

themes that reverberate in the broader contemporary media landscape. For 

example, ‘Tools for Unknown Futures’ was a major theme in the recent 

FutureEverything Festival 2014.50 Under the umbrella of this theme, festival 

participants were asked to explore ‘our fascination with tools as the most natural 

path towards social change, [to open] up new ways to question, imagine and make 

the strange, troubled thing called the future’ (FutureEverything 2014a). The festival 

organisers expressed an urgency to re-examine the digital tools we use to better 

understand how these tools actually work beyond our partial and limited 

comprehension of their operations. In doing so, the festival provided a context for 

participants to reflect on technological processes in order to better understand how 

digital systems, and the interrelations between tool and operator, shape our 

experience of the world (FutureEverything 2014b). FutureEverything’s call to re-

examine the relationships that we form with digital systems is timely, and 

corresponds with the thematic interests of my studio investigation. The approach 

that I have taken in my research is to explore this “troubled thing called the future” 

                                                             
50 The FutureEverything Festival 2014 was held from 27 March to 1 April 2014 at Manchester in 

England. The festival organisation, FutureEverything, is an internationally recognised research 
and development hub for digital culture, presenting industry conferences, innovation projects, 
artworks and live experiences that showcase the digital future. For almost 20 years, 
FutureEverything has been at the heart of the digital debate, inspiring thinkers, city makers, 
developers, coders, artists and musicians to experiment and collaborate. Previous 
FutureEverything festivals have explored an array of diverse themes. More recently, the focus of 
the festival has transitioned from content development to the tools that mediate specific forms of 
content. For example, data dimension was a major theme in 2011 and the smart citizen was a 
major theme in 2013 (see more information at http://futureeverything.org/). 
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by re-examining my cultural past in order to create an alternative and culturally 

nuanced dialogue with digital technology that evokes the experience of “technology-

being-with-us”. 
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Chapter 6  
Conclusion 

Our relationship with technology has always been an interdependent one. In 

contemporary culture, computer hardware and digital media systems mediate all 

facets of our lives. Networked systems are integrated into the constructed 

environment so that the obvious manifestations of these systems are concealed. The 

pace of technological development is increasing and it is something of a paradox 

that as we form increasingly intimate relationships with these technologies, we 

become increasingly unaware of their existence. This phenomenon of familiarisation 

is exaggerated through the various cultural relationships that render these 

technologies transparent and invisible. The direct consequence of this 

familiarisation is that complex relationships between humans and digital technology 

are no longer in the foreground of our conscious perception, as they once were. In 

this study, I have explored processes that ‘defamiliarise’ our complex and 

intermingled relationship with digital technologies and computational systems. 

Defamiliarisation—making the familiar unfamiliar—enables us to refocus our 
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attention back to a familiar object. In doing so, we are better able to identify the 

particular relationships of the familiar object within a particular social milieu.  

 

My research has focused on an examination of UbiComps to better understand the 

interdependent relationship between human beings and technology. In my studio 

research, I developed a series of design probes that explored sensor technologies, 

augmented reality and embedded RFID systems with the purpose of positioning 

them in the foreground of our awareness—that is, defamiliarising them.  

 

My intellectual inquiry and practice-based research were directly informed by my 

Korean cultural heritage. In my exegesis, I drew upon cultural difference to examine 

our interdependent relationship with technology through both a Western and an 

Eastern perspective. Specifically, I explored how ubiquitous digital media systems 

might be integrated into culture by adopting a non-Western approach to 

defamiliarise these media systems. I examined how cultural background—

specifically, Korean—can affect and influence the creative process of reconfiguring 

the (in)visibility of embedded technologies. Unlike a Western understanding of 

interdependency as a background relation (Ihde 1990), an Eastern understanding of 

human–technological interdependency is realised overtly and foregrounded in the 

form of everyday cultural activities. I examined how traditional Korean values 

foreground the interdependency between humans and non-humans in all forms of 

daily activities and routines through exaggerated expressions designed to signify 

that we live with ‘others’. I discussed the ways in which Korean traditions 

underwrite our awareness of interdependence and communality, of ‘living together’. 
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From culinary art to commemorative rituals to folk painting, these traditional 

Korean practices exemplify the importance of communality in Korean culture and 

give it expression. The most important aspect of these cultural practices is that 

physical artefacts are designed to remind participants of our interdependent 

relationships with non-living entities by defamiliarising and re-articulating familiar 

objects and environments that we might otherwise overlook in our everyday lives. I 

integrated this cultural strategy into my work as an aesthetic–creative direction to 

guide my practice-based research in two distinct ways: first, by using it to inform my 

stylistic strategy; and second, by using its aesthetic language to express my 

intellectual inquiry into our co-presence with digital technologies, in particular.  

 

Before creating my studio-based projects, I surveyed the discursive orientations that 

underpin the development of UbiComp to better understand how UbiComp 

mediates our potential relationship with digital media systems and the 

environments in which they are deployed. In UbiComp, our interaction with digital 

media content and systems in no longer constrained to desktop computers, but 

rather these associated computational systems are deeply interwoven into the fabric 

of our social milieu; the ‘ubiquitous quality of UbiComp means not just 

“everywhere”, but also “in everything”’ (Greenfield 2006, 11). This phenomenon of 

‘everywhere in everything’ has become increasingly prevalent in contemporary 

society as computational systems are embedded into the constructed environment; 

their seamless integration has blurred the border between the physical and digital 

worlds. The virtual properties of computational systems have been superimposed 

on objects without changing the physical objects, thereby influencing how we 
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perceive or experience them. Seamlessly connected digital media systems have 

made it possible for users to continuously connect to systems and communicate 

with others through systems. However, this continuous connectivity raises issues of 

privacy in the form of unintentional exposure of users’ personal data to the wider 

public. This potential for unintentional exposure of personal information to a 

networked system is a consequence of living in a UbiComp environment.  

 

My creative interests are directed towards foregrounding the physical manifestation 

of digital technology in UbiComp. In Chapter 4, I explored the practices of Nam June 

Paik and Device Art, as these resonate with my creative focus on the physical form-

making of digital technologies. In Paik’s works and Device Art, technology is not 

regarded as something to be hidden behind an artistic concept; rather, it is brought 

to the fore in each work. Paik mixed familiar technological devices with unrelated 

components to create new combinations that reflect on the relationship between 

humans and technology. I argued that Paik’s Korean background influenced his 

artistic approach. For instance, I explored the twofold concept of Bibim culture as 

both a stylistic strategy and an aesthetic language for expressing positive 

perspectives on technology. 

 

Paik’s distinctive method of creating technological assemblages inspired the 

movement known as Device Art. Similar to Paik’s interest in the (then) newly 

available commercial format of video in the early 1970s, Device Artists integrate the 

latest consumer technologies into their art-making process. By focusing on the 

creative reconfiguration of hardware that emphasises the physical form of 
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technologies, artists working in the field attempt to reveal the meaning of 

technology in everyday life. Moreover, I found that it is only through user interaction 

that Device Artworks are fully realised, and that this interaction is characterised by 

mitate—‘a method to present and read hidden meanings behind what is shown or 

written’ (Kusahara 2009b). The concept of mitate is analogous to creative strategies 

in Korean cultural practices in that both draw on an allusive metaphorical 

expression to deliver a message. The emphasis on the physicality of technology and 

this metaphorical manner of interaction that is characteristic of this genre of new 

media art is similar to humans’ attitudes towards physical objects in Korea and 

Japan. This cultural orientation has been integrated into the conceptual framework 

of my studio investigation and my aesthetic creative directions in making the 

familiar unfamiliar.  

 

The concept of ‘making the familiar unfamiliar’ informs my studio investigation into 

the design of interactive systems through the creative application of technologies 

commonly used to form UbiComp environments. Conceived as cultural probes, my 

artworks have sought to illuminate our interdependent relationships with digital 

technologies. The findings of this study are based in large part on the self-reflection 

and insights that have informed my design practice working with UbiComp 

technologies and computational systems.  

 

In Alius, I experimented with how separating the screen from its usual context 

renders the familiar unfamiliar. In noemaflux, I explored how the perceptibility of 

digital technologies assists viewers to comprehend the presence of a ‘mixed space’. 
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In MODO 1 and MDOD 2, I investigated how our ‘background’ relation to 

computational systems can be intensified through employing RFID technology. 

While they undoubtedly have certain sociocultural benefits, digital media systems 

also raise other important issues, such as the unintentional exposure of personal 

information through the opened networks. MODO 1 and MODO 2 function as studio 

experiments that employ a process of defamiliarisation to create opportunities for 

critical reflection upon the effects of technology; these effects might otherwise be 

overlooked.  

 

The design probes created in this study reconfigure what are normally invisible 

embedded technologies to explore how we experience and interact with physical 

objects and spatial environments in a cultural context. As cultural probes, these 

projects challenge users’ benign expectations of these alternative media systems 

when they are deployed in specific cultural contexts. Via defamiliarisation, a 

heightened sense of ‘technology-being-with-us’ can be effected, encouraging the 

participant to become more acutely aware of their role in the interactive process. 

Miller and Slater (2000) note the importance of a technology’s material form in 

guiding our everyday awareness of an interactive system (5). In a UbiComp context, 

the implication is that revealing the potential to interact with the computational 

system itself depends on the capabilities of a system to manifest its presence. The 

moment that we become aware of this co-presence, we begin to gain an awareness 

of ‘technology-being-with-us’.  
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UbiComp is merely one context in which technological presence becomes 

ambiguous. Humans cannot be detached from technologies and, as the technologies 

used in computing retreat even further from our awareness with continued 

advances in miniaturisation, we face a future in which technology is potentially 

intertwined at a genetic level. With such a future scenario in mind, I believe it is now 

more important than ever that artworks provide us with a sensory experience that 

precipitates a critical awareness of our interdependence with technologies.  

 

Throughout my creative practice, I have sought to defamiliarise digital technologies 

in a way that is informed by Korean cultural practices and expressed through mitate. 

However, further research is still to be done. I anticipate that in the future, my 

application of defamiliarisation and mitate will continue to inform my aesthetic and 

creative interests in promoting an awareness of ‘technology-being-with-us’, but with 

added attention placed on an increased understanding of the audience’s cultural 

context. To achieve this, future research may focus on the part that cultural 

influence plays in informing HCI. Looking into the not-too-distant future, we can 

reasonably expect that nanotechnologies and genetic engineering will gradually 

become part of our everyday environment. To this end, I am inspired to question in 

what ways our relationships with these technologies can be explored and reflected 

upon. In answering this question, the focus on the physical manifestation of these 

mediated systems becomes even more important. This inspires me to continue to 

explore the ways in which my creative work can reconfigure our awareness of 

human co-presence in environments that have become thoroughly mediated by 

technology.  
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